






YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 31, 1990
CLARENCE J. ABARE
Clarence J. Abare, a life-long resident and Selectman for 27 years,
passed away this past June.
Clarence was very dedicated to the town and served on several commit-
tees, boards and lent a helping hand to anyone who requested it.
Even after his "retirement" from the Board of Selectmen, he was the
one to be called upon the explain the legality of issues or the first one to
stand up at Town Meeting and explain that this couldn't be done or could
be done referring to the RSA by number as he had memorized most of
them.
Clarence was also the local Postmaster for years, and even though there
was a lot of politicing carried on at the post office, it never interfered
with his job as he could sort mail, weigh packages, etc., and give advice
all at the same time.
A dedicated man to his town and its residents, Clarence will be missed
but he has left us with a legacy that will be spoken of for years to come.
Selectmen of Troy
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ELMER E. GLADDING
Elmer Gladding, a long-time resident, active and dedicated to the Town
of Troy and its residents, passed away this past September.
Elmer was born in Connecticut and moved to Troy in 1976 and almost
immediately became active in town affairs when he and his wife Ruth joined
the Concerned Citizens Committee. He became a member of the Troy Police
Force in 1978 and remained in that capacity obtaining the role as Chief from
1984 until he retired in 1989.
Retirement was not for Elmer, as he then became Selectman in 1989 and
still held onto the office of Overseer of the Poor.
To say that Elmer is missed by all is an understatement. The children
loved and respected him; adults enjoyed his capability to understand and his
willingness to help anyone who might seek his advise or support. His love
of life did not stop with humans as animals were also a great part of his
life.
His love of his family was very apparent and seldom did you see Elmer
without Ruth by his side. One exception to that would be on Sunday morn-
ing when Elmer would rather be outside the Church directing traffic than in
the church receiving directions.
Elmer lived a full life and up until the very end was involved in the
town's 175th Birthday celebration. He so wanted to stay healthy long
enough to see this materialized. We do believe he would have been proud
of the way it was enjoyed by so many and even though he was not with us
his presence was felt.
To his wife, son and daughters, we can say that Elmer was a great
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Clifton Cole - Chief
Term expires 1993
William May - 1st Deputy
Term expires 1992
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Darcy Doyle - Librarian




Jean Whitcomb - Resigned
Thomas Hulslander
Term expires 1991
Carl Beede - Appointed
Mark Dill - Appointed
Robert Harkins - Appointed
Linda Jakubowicz - Appointed
Wayne Kennison - Appointed
Avis Harling - Appointed
Gideon Nadeau - Appointed
Robert Norton - Resigned
Charles Rocheleau - Acting Chief
Marcia Whipple - Corporal
Richard Clapp - Patrolman
George Malloy - Patrolman
William Farnum Jr - Patrolman
Pamela Michelson - Matron/Sec.










Robert Harkins - Alternate
Term expires 1993
Kenneth Bland - Alternate
Term expires 1993
Dean Shankle - Alternate
Term expires 1991
Kathy Breen - Clerk




Arthur W. Bowers, Jr.
Term expires 1991
Alan Grimshaw - Chairman
Term expires 1991
Peter Mattson, Sr - Alternate
Term Expires 1993
Peter Bilodeau - Alternate
Term expires 1992
William Syrjamaki - Alternate
Term expires 1992
Kathy Breen - Clerk














Thomas A. Walsh - Selectmen
Charles Rocheleau - Police Dept.
James Dicey - Road Agent






























THE STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
TOWN WARRANT
To the inhabitants of the Town of Troy in the County of Cheshire in
said State, qualified to vote in the Town Affairs.
You are notified to meet at the Town Hal! in the said Town of Tues-
day, the 12th day of March next at 10:00 A.M. in the forenoon for balloting
upon matters specified in Articles 1 and 2, listed below, and you are hereby
further notified to meet at the Troy Elementary School on Wednesday, the
13th of March next at 7:30 P.M. to act upon the remainder of the listed
warrant.
ARTICLE 1: To bring in your vote for one Selectman for one year, one
Selectman for three years and all other Town Officers elected by ballot as
passed by Town Meeting or State Statute for the specified number of years.
ARTICLE 2: Are you in favor of the adoption of the following amendments
as proposed by the Planning Board for the Town Zoning Ordinances as
follows:
AMENDMENT #1 - Add to Article XVI the following definitions:
HOME OCCUPATION - An accessory use to a portion of a dwelling
unit involving the manufacture of, provision or sale of goods and/or
services. The use shall be clearly incidental and secondary to the
primary use of the dwelling for residential purposes, and does not
change the character thereof or adversely affect the uses permitted
in the zoning district in which it is a part. The following activities
shall not be considered home occupations: motor vehicles, small
engine repair shops; auto body shops; veterinary establishments; res-
taurants and other eating establishments; retail sales establishments.
NON-CONFORMING USE - A use or activity which was lawful at the
time of the adoption, revision or admendment of the zoning ordinance,
but does not conform to the present requirements of the district in
which it is located.
NON-CONFORMING BUILDING - A building or structure which was
lawful in terms of size, dimension or location at the time of the
adoption, revision or amendment of the zoning ordinance, but does
not conform to the present requirements of the district in which it
is located.
DAYCARE- A commercial establishment enrolling four or more child-
ren up to the age of 6 and where tuition, fees, or other forms of
compensation is charged for the care of the children, and which is
licensed or approved to operate as a child care center.
ROOMING/BOARDING/LODGING HOUSE -A building arranged or used
for sheltering more than three but not more than ten individuals who
are not members of the resident manager's family. Shelter is pro-
vided in return for compensation, and meals may or may not be
provided.
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MOTEL (ALSO HOTEL, MOTOR COURT) - Any group of attached or
detached buildings containing individual sleeping or housekeeping units
available for temporary rent to transients.
SPECIAL EXCEPTION - A use which is not permitted in a particular
zoning district but which may be suitable in certain locations within
the district providing special conditions are attached to the use by
the Zoning Board of Adjustment.
VARIANCE - An act of the Zoning Board of Adjustment which allows
a variation from a particular requirement of the zoning ordinance when
strict enforcement would cause undue hardship because of circum-
stances unique to the property.
HARDSHIP - Describes a special condition of the land which distin-
guishes it from other land in the same area with respect to its suit-
ability for the use for which it is zoned, so that the strict application
of the ordinance would effectively prevent the owner from making any
reasonable use of the land. For the purposes of this ordinance, finan-
cial loss alone does not constitute a hardship.
ADMINISTRATIVE DECISION - An order, requirement, decision, or
determination made by the Selectmen in the enforcement of the zon-
ing ordinance. Such a decision may be appealed to the Zoning Board
of Adjustment pursuant to RSA 674:33.
GROUP HOME - An establishment that provides room and board to
persons who are residents by virtue of receiving supervised, specialized
services limited to health, social and or rehabilitative services provided
by a government agency, their licensed or certified agents or any
other responsible social service corporation. These services shall be
provided in a family environment and only to persons who are children
under 18 years of age; physically or mentally handicapped of any age;
or 62 or more years of age, released from or under the jurisdiction
of a government bureau of corrections or similar institution. Super-
vision shall be determined and certified by the sponsoring agency.
However, one responsible adult shall be available for the residents on
a 24 hour-a-day basis while the residents are on the premises.
NURSING HOME - An extended or intermediate care facility licensed
or approved by the State of New Hampshire to provide full-time con-
valescent or chronic care to individuals who, by reason of advanced
age, chronic illness or infirmity, are unable to care for themselves.
AMENDMENT #2 - Change Article III, Section E to read: Off-street
parking shall be provided for all uses, suitable to accommodate the
typical needs of such use, at the rate of two hundred (200) square feet,
plus sufficient area for traveling and maneuvering.
AMENDMENT #3 - Add to Article III a new section J: Frontage on all
lots in all districts shall be measured in contiguous feet.
AMENDMENT #4 - Change Article IV, Section A.2 to read: Lodging,
rooming and boarding houses; group homes; hotels; bed and breakfasts;
nursing homes and health care centers; and other accommodations for
overnight guests shall be allowed only by special exception granted by the
Board of Adjustment when the Board determines that said use meets the
requirements imposed by Article X, Section D.
AMENDMENT #5 - Change Article X, Section G to read:
(1) Home Occupation activities may be allowed providing that such use
meets the following criteria:
A. No stock and trade shall be maintained unless kept within a build-
ing.
B. The number of persons employed for such activity shall not exceed
two (2) persons, in addition to the resident family members.
C. The activity shall be carried on wholly within the principal or
accessory structure.
D. The activity shall not result in the production of any offensive
noise, vibration, light, odor, dust, smoke, or other pollution ex-
ternal to the property.
E. The use will not generate vehicular or pedistrian traffic of a
quantity or quality as to be injurious, offensive, or otherwise
detrimental to the neighborhood. Vehicular traffic or more than
ten (10) vehicles per day shall be considered evidence of traffic
which is detrimental to the neighborhood.
F. The activity shall not occupy more than 500 square feet within
the dwelling unit or the accessory building.
G. There shall be no exterior display, no exterior sign except as pro-
vided for in the zoning ordinance, no exterior storage of materials,
and no exterior indication that a home occupation activity is being
carried on within either the principal or accessory building.
AMENDMENT #6 - Change Article X, Section G,2.b. to read: Adequate
off-street parking of two hundred (200) square feet per unit, plus suf-
ficient area for traveling and maneuvering.
AMENDMENT #7 - Delete Article X, Section G,2.d.
AMENDMENT #8 - Article X, Section G,3.a. Delete the sentence "The
property has received Site Plan approval from the Planning Board".
AMENDMENT #9 - Change Article X, Section G,3.e(1) to read: Such
facilities shall have an aggregate area of not less than two hundred (200)
square feet per vehicle plus sufficient area for traveling and maneuvering.
Each parking space shall be at least 10 feet in width.
AMENDMENT #10 - Change Article XIII to read: Every person, firm or
corporation violating any of the provision of this ordinance shall, upon
conviction, be fined not more than one hundred dollars ($100.) for each
day such violation may exist.
AMENDMENT #11 - Amend Article XVII as follows: Delete - "Any sign
hereafter erected or maintained shall conform to the provisions of the
Article. The following signs and no others shall be permitted in the
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Town of Troy as noted".
Substitute - "The following signs and no other may be erected in the
Town of Troy and shall conform to the provisions of this Article. Of
these, signs for business and advertising and identification signs shall re-
quire a permit from the Board of Selectmen."
ARTICLE 3: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate such




a. Town Officers Salaries
b. Town Officers Expenses














































ARTICLE 4: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate such




War Memorial Program - Recreation
Meadowood County Area Fire Dept.
Southwest N.H. Regional Planning




















ARTICLE 5: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropirate such
sums as necessary to support Town Departments.
Recommended by
Budget Committee Selectmen
a. Highway Department - Summer & Winter 76,000.00



















ARTICLE 6: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate such
sums of money as may be necessary for the care of the cemeteries. Budget
Committee and Selectmen recommend $14,000.00. $13,000.00 to come from
Trust Funds.
ARTICLE 7: To see if the Town will vote to raise $193,000.00 for the
Water/Sewer Department. Recommended by Budget Committee and Select-
men.
ARTICLE 8: To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to expend the
Highway Block Grant of $30,245.00 that the Town will receive from the
State of New Hampshire for the calendar year 1991 for maintenance, con-
struction and reconstruction of Class IV and V highways. Recommended by
Budget Committee and the Selectmen.
ARTICLE 9: To see if the Town will vote a sum of money $161,129.71 for
the payment of Sewer Bonds. Income from the State of New Hampshire
and FHA will be $113,180.03.
ARTICLE 10: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
gross sum of $12,000.00 to the conservation fund as authorized by RSA 36-
A:5 to be used only for acquisition in the name of the town or the fee or
lesser interest in conservation land and costs associated therewith for per-
manent conservation use, and authorize the Selectmen to apply for and
accept the State matching funds under the N.H. Land Conservation Invest-
ment Program (LCIP) RSA 221 -A in the amount up to $12,000.00 for the
purpose of acquisition of the fee or lesser interest in conservation land.
Said appropriation funds and state matching funds may be expended by
majority vote of the conservation commission. The appropriation is con-
tingent upon the receipt of the matching state grant from LCIP.
Recommended by the Budget Committee and Selectmen.
ARTICLE 11: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
$5,500.00 for capital improvements, equipment and materials for the re-
cycling center. If passed, matching funds will be awarded to the Town
from the Office of State Planning, Governor's Recycling Program.
Recommended by the Budget Committee and the Selectmen.
ARTICLE 12: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
$9,698.00 for adding new programs to the computer system. This will be
for the Town Clerk's program, Account Payable and Receivable Programs
and Computer station for the Selectmen's Office. Recommended by the
Budget Committee and the Selectmen.
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ARTICLE 13: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
$5,700.00 for auditors to audit the Town Books. Recommended by the
Budget Committee and the Selectmen.
ARTICLE 14: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
amount of money listed below to be placed into the Capital Reserve Fund
of each department for the purpose of purchasing vehicles or additional
equipment when voted by the Town.
a. Police Department 4,000.00 d. Landfill 3,522.00
b. Fire Department 4,000.00 e. Reassessment 4,000.00
c. Highway 4,000.00 f. Building Repairs 5,000.00
Recommended by the Budget Committee and the Selectmen.
ARTICLE 15: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $125,000.00 (Gross Budget) for the construction and original equip-
ping of a new Highway Garage and Salt Shed, and said sum to be in addi-
tion to any federal, state, or private funds made available therefore, and
to authorize the issuance of not more than $125,000.00 of bonds or notes
in accordance with the provisions of the Municipal Finance Act (RSA
Chapter 33) and to authorize the Town Officials to issue and negotiate such
bonds or notes and to determine the rate of interest thereon. (2/3 Ballot
Vote Required.) Recommended by Selectmen.
ARTICLE 16: To authorize the Town of Troy to enter into a cooperative *
agreement with the Town of Jaffrey (as lead community) under RSA 53-A
for the purpose of applying for and administering joint Community Develop-
ment Block Grants intended to rehabilitate housing for low and moderate
income persons, beginning with grant agreement #90-037-CDHS effective
September 15, 1990. Said agreement to be in effect for three years and
to authorize the Selectmen to renew said agreement as they deem necessary
thereafter. (By Selectmen).
ARTICLE 17: To see if the town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
appoint a Committee to study the feasibility of having a trash to energy
plant or trash incinerator in the Town of Troy. Recommended by Select-
men.
ARTICLE 18: To see if the Town will vote to authorize and instruct the
Tax Collector to accept, as an agent, the Water and Sewer payments as a
convenience for the customers who prefer to pay at the Town Hall instead
of going to the Treatment Plant on Dort Street or mailing payment. This
will be done during regular office hours. Recommended by the Selectmen
and the Water/Sewer Commissioners.
ARTICLE 19: To see if the Town will vote to classify West Hill Road as a
"Scenic Road" as provided under RSA 231. Recommended by the Conserva-
tion Commission and the Selectmen. (By Petition)
ARTICLE 20: "Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 72:1 -c which authorize
any town or city to elect not to assess, levy and collect a Resident Tax?"
(By Ballot) (By Petition).
ARTICLE 21: To see if the Town will vote to open Prospect Street a dis-
tance of 600 feet beyond the gates and bars sign. Upon approval of the
Selectmen and completion of the road to State specifications. (By Petition)
ARTICLE 22: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
release to Catherine E. Cronin and Marc Delgreco, their heirs, successors
and assigns, by Quitclaim Deed, all right, title and interest the Town may
have in and to property owned by Catherine E. Cronin and Marc Delgreco
situated on the easterly side of West Hill Road, said property being more
particularly described in Deed of Charles Pagen et al to Catherine E. Cronin
et al dated August 24, 1990 and recorded with Cheshire County Registry of
Deeds in Book 1347, Page 641. (By Petition).
ARTICLE 23: To see if the Town will vote to elect three Fire Wards
annually. If so voted, the Fire Chief will be voted by all members of the
Troy Fire Department. This will become effective with the Town Meeting
of 1992. (By Petition).
ARTICLE 24: To see if the Town will vote to change the manner in which
the Planning Board members are selected from appointment by Selectmen to
elected by the Town Meeting annually, provided that at the annual Town
Meeting there shall be elected, one member for a one-year term, one mem<-
ber for a two-year term, one member for a three-year term, one member
for a four-year term, one member for a five-year term, and one member
for a six-year term, and there after one vacancy will occur each year.
Alternate members to be selected by appointment by Selectmen. Chairman
of the Board shall designate an alternate, if an alternate is present, to act
in the absent member's place. To become effective voting year, 1992.
(By Petition).
ARTICLE 25: To see if the Town will vote to change the manner in which
the Board of Adjustment members are selected from appointed by Selectmen
to elected by the Town Meeting annually, provided that at the annual Town
Meeting there shall be elected, one member for a one-year term, one mem-
ber for a two-year term, one member for a three-year term, one member
for a four-year term and one member for a five-year term, and thereafter
one vacancy will occur each year. Alternate members to be selected by
appointment by Selectmen. Chairman of the Board shall designate an alter-
nate, if an alternate is present, to act in the absent member's place. To
become effective voting year, 1992. (By Petition).
ARTICLE 26: WHEREAS, Although the right of free expression is part of
the foundation of the United States Constitution, very carefully drawn limits
on expression in specific instances have long been recognized as legitimate
means of maintaining public safety and decency, as well as orderliness and
productive value of public debate; and
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WHEREAS, There are symbols of our nation such as the Washington
Monument, the United States Capitol Building, memorials to our greatest
leaders, and our flag, which are the property of every American and are
therefore worthy of protection from desecration and dishonor; and
WHEREAS, The Law as interpreted by the United States Supreme
Court no longer accords to the flag the reverence, respect, and dignity to
which it is entitled: and
WHEREAS, It is only fitting that people everywhere should join in a
forceful call for the restoration of the flag to its proper station under law
and decency;
NOW THEREFORE BE IT RESOLVED, That the voters of the Town of
Troy respectfully request the Congress of the United States to propose an
amendment of the United States Constitution, for ratification by the states,
specifying that Congress and the states shall have the power to prohibit the
physical desecration of the flag of the United States. (By Petition).
ARTICLE 27: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to apply for, accept and expend money from the State, Federal
or another governmental unit or a private source which becomes available
during the year in accordance with the procedures set forth in RSA 31-95B.
ARTICLE 28: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
borrow money to pay charges and the interest thereon.
ARTICLE 29: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
transfer tax leins and convey property acquired by the Town by Tax Col-
lector's Deed by public auction (or advertised sealed bid) or in such manner
as determined by the Selectmen as justice may require.
ARTICLE 30: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
enter into agreements with the Southwest Regional Planning Commission, the
State Office of Emergency Management, the State Planning Commission, and
other State agencies, when money becomes available for feasibility studies,
grants, and agreements in the best interest of the Town. This is to do done
by the Selectmen, with the approval of the Town Budget Committee, after
consultation with the Conservation Commission, Planning Board and Industrial
Development Committee. Recommended by Budget Committee and Select-
men.
ARTICLE 31: To hear report of committees, agents or officers heretofore
chosen and take any action relative.
Given under our hands and seal this 18th day of February in the year
of our Lord nineteen hundred ninety-one.
William R. Matson
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SUMMARY INVENTORY OF VALUATION
Tax Year 1990
Town of Troy in Cheshire County
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in this report was taken
rom official records and is correct to the best of our knowledge and be-
belief. RSA 21-J:34.
W.R. Matson
Thomas A. Walsh Selectmen of Troy
Chester E. Priest November 29, 1990
1990 ASSESSED
VALUE OF LAND ONLY ACRES VALUATION TOTALS
Current Use (At Current Use Values) 7114.96 $ 403,743.
Residential 5015.46 25,364,898.
Commercial/Industrial 311.79 3,856,100.
Total of Taxable Land $29,624,741.
Tax Exempt & Non-Taxable 1269.63
VALUE OF BUILDINGS ONLY
Residential $37,351,450.
Manufactured Housing as defined in RSA674:31 2,696,650.
Commercial/Industrial 1 1 ,753,350.
Total of Taxable Buildings 51,801,450.
Tax Exempt & Non-Taxable ($10,809,000.)
PUBLIC UTILITIES
Electric 2,139,150.
VALUATION BEFORE EXEMPTIONS $83,565,341.
Elderly Exemp. (Number 73) 2,800,000.
NET VALUATION ON WHICH TAX RATE IS COMPUTED $80,765,341.
UTILITY SUMMARY
New England Power $ 50,750.
PSNH of New Hampshire 2,088,400.
Total 2,139,150.
TYPE OF ELDERLY EXEMPTIONS BEING GRANTED
Optional Adjusted Elderly Exemption Year Adopted 1990
ELDERLY EXEMPTION COUNT
Number of Individuals Applying for an Elderly Exemption 4 at 20,000
for 1990
Total Number of Individuals Granted an 42 at 20,000 = 840,000.
Elderly Exemption for 1990 19 at 40,000 = 760,000.









No. of Acres No. of Acres
Farm Land 104 104
Forest Land 979.66 976.66
Wild Land - Productive 5595.60 148 5743.60
Wet Land 258.70 4 262.70
Minteral Excavation 25 25
Total Number of Acres Exempted under Current Use 7114.96




FOR THE TAX YEAR 1990
TOWN OF TROY IN CHESHIRE COUNTY
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in this report was
taken from official records and is correct to the best of our knowledge
and belief. RSA 21-J:34.
November 29, 1990
W. R. Matson




Town officers' salaries $ 36,800.00
Town officers' expenses 17,000.00
Election and Registration expenses 2,500.00
Cemeteries 14,000.00
General Government Buildings 14,500.00
Reappraisal of property 12,700.00
Planning and Zoning 5,925.00
Legal Expenses 15,000.00





Civil Defense - Emergency Management 6,000.00
Forest Fire Suppression 2,000.00
Special Police 5,000.00
Meadowood County Area Fire Department 1,000.00
HIGHWAYS, STREET, BRIDGES
Town Maintenance - Highway Block Grant 28,000.00
General Highway Department Expenses 80,000.00
Street Lighting 15,000.00
SANITATION
Solid Waste Disposal - Landfill 53,000.00
Recycling Center 15,000.00
HEALTH







Parks and Recreation & Common 18,000.00
Patriotic Purposes 1,250.00
Conservation Commission 750.00
Arts Festival 7 GMAC 1,500.00
DEBT SERVICE
Principal of Long-Term Bonds & Notes 158,627.00
Interest Expense - Other Temporary Loans 11,000.00
CAPITAL OUTLAY
175th Birthday Celebration 5,000.00
PSNH 20,000.00
Conservation Fund 4,000.00
Town Hall Heating System 20,000.00
OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT





Municipal Water & Sewer Department 188,100.00






Resident Taxes $ 11,000.00
Interest and Penalties on Taxes 5,400.00
INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUES - STATE
Shared revenue - Block Grant 214,270.00
Highway Block Grant 30,000.00
State-Federal Forest Land/Recreation Land/Flood Land 385.00
LICENSES AND PERMITS
Motor Vehicle Permit Fees 100,000.00
Dog Licenses 715.00
Business Licenses, Permits and Filing Fees 5,000.00
Police Department 8,000.00
Brd. of Adjustment & Planning Board 1,500.00
CHARGES FOR SERVICES
Income From Departments 4,000.00
Property Insurance - Water/Sewer Dept. 4,500.00
Health Insurance - Water/Sewer Dept. 6,600.00
Chesterfield Cablevision Franchise 2,075.00
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MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES
Interest on Deposits 10,000. OC
Sale of Town Property 5,700.00
Insurance Dividends 14,000.00
Social Security Reimbursements 13,000.00
Gasoline Water/Sewer Department 750.00
OTHER FINANCING SOURCES
Proceeds of Bonds and Long-Term Notes 108,700.00
Income from Water and Sewer Departments 188,100.00
income from Trust Funds Cemetery Department 13,000.00
Withdrawal from Capital Reserve - Reappraisal Art. 8-87 34,500.00
Bond Payment Water/Sewer Department 20,500.00
TOTAL REVENUES AND CREDITS $ 801,695.00
TAX RATE COMPUTATION
Tax
Town of Troy Rates
Net Assessed Valuation $80,765,341.
Town/City Portion




Credits 14,500 39,864 . $430,058
Less: Shared Rev.
Returned to Town 28,254.
Approved Tax Amount $401,804.
Municipal Tax Rate 4.97
School Portion
Net School Assessment 1,458,176.
Less: Shared Revenues
Returned to town 106,304.
Approved Tax Amount 1,351,872.
School Tax Rate 16.74
County Portion
Net County Assessment 133,471.
Less: Shared Revenues
Returned to town 5,315.
Approved Tax Amount 128,156.
County Tax Rate 1.59
Combined Tax Rate 23.30
Commitment Analysis
Total Property Taxes Assessed 1,881,832.
Less: Credits 14,500.
24
Property Tax Commitment 1 ,867,332.
Proof of Rate
Valuation Tax Rate Assessment
80,765,341 23.30 1,881,832.
ANNUAL TOWN FINANCIAL REPORT
For the Year Ending December 31, 1990
TAXES (ALL FUNDS) - MODIFIED ACCRUAL BASIS
TAXES
Property taxes committed - 1990 $1,265,081.73
Tax Sale 78,103.98
Property Taxes - 1989 391,701.55
Resident taxes committed - 1990 10,110.00
Resident taxes - 1987, 1988, 1989 1,730.00
Interest and penalties on taxes 14,028.50
Tax sales redeemed 57,439.60
Motor vehicle permit fees 105,877.00
TOTAL $1,924,072.36
LICENSES AND PERMITS
Dog licenses $ 714.00
Business licenses, permits and filing fees 4,860.00
All other licenses, permits and fees 4,792.60
TOTAL $ 10,366.60
INTERGOVERNMENTAL REVENUES - ALL FUNDS
FROM THE 'STATE OF NEW HAMPSHIRE
Shared revenue $ 214,277.84
Highway block grant 30,596.36
All other State grants 109,211.43
TOTAL $354,085.63
REVENUE FROM CHARGES FOR SERVICES - ALL FUNDS
Other sales and service charges $ 62,183.35
MISCELLANEOUS REVENUES - ALL FUNDS
Sale of town property $ 4,930.00
Interest on investments 10,660.95
Withdrawals from Trust Funds 39,849.58
TOTAL $ 55,440.53
NON-REVENUE RECEIPTS - ALL FUNDS
Tax anticipation notes $ 150,000.00
SS & WH Library & Water/Sewer Department 15,117.03
TOTAL $ 165,117.03
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TOTAL REVENUES FROM ALL SOURCES $2,571,265.47
FUND BALANCE JANUARY 1, 1990 118,827.23
GRAND TOTAL $2,690,092.70
EXPENDITURES ALL FUNDS
Maintenance budget Capital outlay
item Purchases
MODIFIED ACCRUAL BASIS Salaries, wages, and of equipment
current operations land and buildings
GENERAL GOVERNMENT
Town officer salaries $ 33,764.00
Town officer expenses 30,404.00
Election and registration 2,397.00
Cemeteries 11,625.00
General government buildings 15,117.00
Reappraisalof property 42,065.00
Planning and zoning 4,418.00
Legal expense 21,566.00
Advertising and regional assoc. 2,104.00
Industrial development 152.00
PUBLIC SAFETY
Police dept. (inc. spec, police) 94,148.00
Fire dept. (inc. forest fire) 27,851.00
Emergency management 3,205.00
Meadowood County Area Fire 1,000.00
HIGHWAYS, STREETS, BRIDGES
Highway block grant 25,105.00
General highway department 79,855.00
Street lighting 14,805.00
SANITATION















Principal on long-term bonds & note 158,628.00
26
Interest on tax anticipation notes 7,668.00
OPERATING TRANSFERS OUT





FICA, retirement, pension cont. 18,063.00
Insurance 80,586.00
SS & WH adjustment 12,327.00
PSNH - Repayment of taxes 20,000.00
175th Birthday 5,000.00
Conservation fund 1,000.00
Furnace - Town Hall 19,950.00 19,950.00
UNCLASSIFIED
Taxes bought by town 85,854.00
Discounts, abatements, refunds 12,519.00
Temporary loans 202,127.00
PAYMENTS TO OTHER GOVERNMENTS
Taxes paid to county 134,908.00
Taxes paid to school district 1 ,070,618.00
Total expenditures for all purposes $2,386,059.00
Fund balance 12/31/90 304,063.00
GRAND TOTAL 304,063.00 19,950.00
SCHEDULE OF LONG-TERM INDEBTEDNESS
Long-Term Notes Outstanding Purpose Amount
Bank East New Well 80,000.00
Bonds Outstanding
Connecticut National Bank (C-297) Sewer 195,000.00
Connecticut National Bank (C-292) Sewer 140,000.00
General Electric Credit Corp. Sewer 704,918.03
Total Bonds Outstanding 1,039,918.03
TOTAL LONG-TERM INDEBTEDNESS 12/31/90 1,119,918.00
DEBT OUTSTANDING, ISSUED, AND RETIRED
Bonds outstanding
Long-term debt at the beginning of Outstanding at the end
purpose this fiscal year of this fiscal year
Water-sewer utility 1,226,603.83 1,119,918.03
Short-term (TAN's) debt outstanding at beginning of year 150,000.00
Short term (TAN's) debt outstanding at end of year 250,000.00
SALARIES AND WAGES $252,768.80
CASH AND INVESTMENTS HELD AT END OF FISCAL YEAR $304,064.00
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SCHEDULE OF TOWN PROPERTY
As of December 31, 1990
Description
Town hall, lands and buildings
Furniture and equipment
Libraries, lands and buildings
Furniture and equipment
Solid waste - landfill
Police Department, equipment
Fire Department, lands and bui
Equipment
highway department, lands and
Equipment
Materials and supplies
Parks, commons and playgrounds
Water supply facilities owned by town
Sewer plant and facilities owned by town <
Schools, lands and buildings, equipment
Water Department reservoir
All lands and buildings acquired through tax collector's deeds
Taken by Tax Sale



















Map 3 Lot 11
Map 3 Lot 12
Map 3 Lot 13
Map 8 Lot 16
Map 8 Lot 17
Map 3 Lot 13
M a p 8 Lot 20
Map 8 Lot 26
Map 11 Lot 5
Map 6 Lot 5
Map 13 Lot 2
Town Owned Land
Map 13 Lot 1
Map 1 Lot 12
Map 1 Lot 13
Map 20 Lot 15 &
Map 10 Lot i
Map 31 Lot 7
Map 18 Lot 43
Map 13 Lot 51A
Map 13 Lot 6A
Map 11 Lot 2A
Map 19 Lot 71A
Map 19 Lot 71B
Map 19 Lot 72
Unknown (Now taken
Map 6 Lot 12






























Map 36 Lot 2 12,300.00 371,500.00
TOTAL $11,400,850.00
BALANCE SHEET
ASSETS - Genera! Fund only









TOTAL ACCOUNTS RECEIVABLE 702,694.07
TOTAL ASSETS $1,006,757.69
GRAND TOTAL $1,006,757.69
LIABILITIES - General fund only
As of December 31, 1990
Accounts owed by the town
Unexpended balances of special appropriations
Landfill Well - Art. 16-1987 $ 10,000.00
Industrial Development - Art. 11-1987 11,000.00
Dr. Paul Memorial Fund 2,617.10
Police Special Account 3,503.55
Landfill Special Account 3,522.39
School district taxes payable 256,589.00
Tax anticipation notes outstanding
Monadnock Bank 250,000.00
TOTAL ACCOUNTS OWED BY THE TOWN $537,232.04
RECONCILIATION OF SCHOOL DISTRICT LIABILITY
School district liability at the beginning of the year $ 494,070.00
ADD: School district assessment for current year 1 ,458,176.00
TOTAL LIABILITY WITHIN CURRENT YEAR $1,952,246.00
SUBTRACT: Payments made to school district within the
municipality's year 1,070,618.00
School district liability at the end of the munici. year $ 881,628.00
CERTIFICATE
This is to certify that the information contained in this report was taken
from official records and is complete to the best of our knowledge and
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Summary of Tax Accounts
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1990
Town of TROY











Interest Collected on Delinquent Taxes
Penalties Collected on Resident Taxes
Total Debits




Land Use Change Tax
Property transfers from June
Interest on Taxes




Uncollected Taxes End of Fiscal Year:
Property Taxes
Resident Taxes





































Summary of Tax Sale Accounts to Other Purchasers
Fiscal Year Ended December 31, 1990
Town of Troy
DR.
Levies of Tax Sale Accounts to Others
1989 1988 Prior
Balance of Unredeemed Taxes
of Fiscal Year: $33,139.68 $13,892.38
Taxes Sold to Others
During Fiscal Year: $85,854.41
Interest Collected After
Tax Sale 1,906.39 1,992.84 4,305.96
Redemption Costs: 450.00 247.50 358.10











Interest and Cost after Sale
Abatements During Year
Deeded During Year




Unredeemed Taxes 1987 as of 12-31-90
Khoury, Brian $47.68
Unredeemed Taxes 1988 as of 12-31-90
Archer, John S $ 320.22
Archer, John S 206.86
Archer, John S 171.36
Brouillet, Donald P 333.77
Burnell, Charles D 538.38
Chamberlain, Donald E 455.75
Cushman, Ernest Sr 727.39
Firmin, Daniel H 423.48
Firmin, Elsie L 1,504.58
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Grimshaw, Alan
Hill, James T. Sr











































Fish, George F. Jr
Foskett, George M
Grimshaw, Alan
Hill, James T. Sr
Hill, James T. Sr
Howard, Rodney D





Lawrence, Frederick B. Jr
Lawrence, Frederick B. Jr















































Pelto, Richard A. Sr
Pelto, Richard A. Sr.

































OUTSTANDING PROPERTY TAXES for 1990 as of 12-31-90
Name
Aho, Bernard D.R.




B & M Railroad
Baldwin, James & Paula









































Bosa, Arthur J & Doris
Bosa, Arthur J & Doris
Bostoni, Peter D
Bourassa, Walter
Bowers, Arthur W. Sr etal
Bowler, Ronald E
Bradley, John T
Bragg, Richard L Jr
Breckell, Eileen M
Breen, Peter B. Sr
Breen, Joseph L
















Cobb, Calvin T. Sr
Cole, Clifton E
Collins, Peter D
Cook, Julius N. Jr
Corin, Chatherine E








Damiano, Louis F. Jr
Daniels, Christopher J
Daniels, Mark S









































































Drugg, H. Alan & Jeannie
Drugg, Herbert N & Norma
Drummond, Duane M
Drury, Mark
Dufour, Raymond N. Jr
Dulfon, David J. & Dana
Dunn, Michael & Whalen











Fish, George F. Jr
Flood, Christopher C
Foley, Dorothy E





















Harrington, Joseph & Mary
Harris, Tia J



























































Humphries, Charles C & Jo
Hunt, Dorothy
Hurd, Arno E








































































































Mattson, Peter M Sr
May, Robert L Sr


















Patten, George & Lisa
Pelkey, Ronald









Public Service Co of NH
Putnam, Bruce D
Raether, David
Raitto, Doand M Sr
Reusser, Wakefield, Kenneth
Rice, Leonard C
Roberts, Alan C Sr














































































Simpson, Richard K Sr
Slocum, Robert O
Smith, Michael D Sr
Smith, Jerry
Smith, Robert A
Society for Protection of NH Forests





Stone Gary J Sr























Wheeler, Dale B Sr
White, Ronald P Sr





























































Wydo, John & Bertha
Youhess, Robert F
Young, Michael K & Erma E
Zorbas, Joanne
Cutts, Stanley

























































Outstanding Resident Tax 1990 as of 12-31-90
Abare, Glenn N






































































































































































Robichard, Robert C Jr































































REPORT OF TOWN TREASURER
FOR THE FISCAL YEAR ENDING DECEMBER 1990

















" » Penalty 38.00


















































Monadnock Bank $ 150,000.00 150,000.00
44
Interest
Monadnock Bank Checking Account $ 10,660.95 10,660.95
Department & Local Receipts
Special Police $ 4,507.30
Health Insurance 2,342.25
Police Reports 526.00
Board of Adjustment 400.00
Pay Phone Commission 39.83
Jaffrey Court - Fines 2,310.80
Workman's Comp - Interest 3,589.20
Divident 10,850.22
Town Bad Check Charge 80.00
Water Sewer - Health-Property Insurance 11,500.00
" " Bond Payment 20,498.40




Sale of Town Equipment 4,930.00
Sale of Check List - Zoning Copies 33.00
Trustees of Trust Funds 39,849.58
Police Dept. Fines 200.00
Insurance Overpayment 70.00
Other Receipts 1,474.81 106,962.93
TOTAL RECEIPTS - General Fund $2571,265.50
GENERAL FUND




Cash on Hand 1-1-91 $ 304,063.62
ACCOUNTS OTHER THAN GENERAL FUND
Landfill Account (Savings Account)
Cash on Hand 1-1-91 $ -0-




Cash on Hand 1-1-91 $ 3,522.39
Police Offset Account (Savings Account)
Cash on hand 1-1-90 $ 3,321.95
45
Received - interest 181.60
Total $ 3,503.55
Expended -0-
Cash on Hand 1-1-91 $ 3,503.55
Dr. Paul - War Memorial Fu nd(Savings Account)
Cash on Hand 1-1-91 $ 2,481.46
Received - Interest 135.64
Total $ 2,617.10
Expended -0-
Cash on Hand 1-1-91 $ 2,617.10
Water Sewer Account - Sewer Division
Cash on Hand 1-1-91 $ 3,750.90
Receipts - Regular Income/Interest 151,514.72
Total $ 155,265.62
Expended 150,601.57
Cash on Hand 1-1-91 (Checking Acct) $ 4,664.05
Cash in CD. Account 186,252.92
Total Cash on Hand 1-1-91 $ 190,916.97
Water Sewer Account - Water Division
Cash on Hand 1-1-90 $ 5,898.49
Receipts - Regular Income/Interest $ 221,691.15
Transferred from Bankeast (Well Account) 11,946.59 233,637.74
Total $ 239,536.23
Expended 221,548.73
Cash on Hand 1-1-91 (Checking Account) $ 17,987.50
Cash in CD Account 31,345.48
Total Cash on Hand 1-1-91 $ 49,332.98
Well Account - Bank East
Cash on Hand 1-1-91 $ 30,061.75
Received - Interest 814.60
Total $ 30,876.35
Expended $ 18,929.76
Transferred to General Fund (Water Account) 11,946.59 30,876.35




DETAILED STATEMENT OF PAYMENTS
TOWN OFFICERS SALARIES
Town Clerk - Tax Collector $14,110.15





Trustee of Trust Funds 1.200.00
TOTAL TOWN OFFICERS SALARIES $ 33,764.48
TOWN OFFICERS EXPENSES
Administration
N.H. Fish & Game $ 20.00
S. of N.H. Marriage License 594.00
Dues & Subscription 844.48
Meetings & Seminars 115.00
Office Supplies & postage 5,253.36 $ 6,826.84
Computer Supplies & Services
Supplies & Services 2,028.52
Services
Town Report 2,200.00
New England Tele 1,387.74
Registry of Deeds 333.44




















General supplies 310.81 4,968.57
TOTAL CEMETERIES






Wages - Janitor $ 3,000.00
Operating Expenses





TOTAL TOWN HALL & OTHER BUILDINGS
REAPPRAISAL












Law Books $ 649.87
GAAP 13,707.54
Settlement Caulfield Case 1,000.00
Bell, Falk & Norton - Baldwin Case 1,916.13














SOUTHWEST REGIONAL PLANNING COMMISSION( Article 4D)
Southwest Regional Planning Commission 2,104.00
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT




































Repairs & Maintenance to Equip.
Radio Repairs















FF - Marlboro Road
TOTAL FOREST FIRE
MEADOWOOD COUNTY AREA I














































Equipment Repair, Parts & Labor
Summer $2,495.65
Winter 4,868.40
Fuel, Oil, Diesel, Gasoline
Summer $2,542.32
Winter 4,581.70













HIGHWAY BLOCK GRANT (Article 8)

















































Court St. Vet 45.00
Rabies Clinic 66.00
TOTAL ANIMAL CONTROL 1,314.09
HEALTH & HEALTH RELATED PROGRAMS
Home Health Care & Community Services
Medical Services
Meals on Wheels
Monadnock Family & Mental Health
SW Soild Waste Management District
Dues 53-B
149M




















Repairs & Maint. 2,041.07 2,902.47
Miscellaneous
Troy Youth Baseball $ 750.00
Playground Equipment 2,846.04 3,596 .04














ARTS FESTIVAL & GRAND MONADNOCK ART COUNCIL
Grand Monadnock Art Council $ 250.00
51
Arts Festival 1,181.00









Auto, Liability, Firemen, Police
Public Officials, Multi-Peril Boiler
& Machinery, Floater, Radios $33,935.38
New Hampshire Municipal Trust
Workers Comp $19,073.00
Unemployment Comp. 1,372.45
Health & Life Insurance 23,283.92 43,729.37
Honeywell Alarm 1,469.00





SEWER BOND (Article 9)
Connecticut Nat'l Bank $106,067.53
General Electric Capital 52,560.00
TOTAL SEWER BOND 158,627.53
SPECIAL ARTICLE 11 - P.S.N.H.
P.S.N. H. 20,000.00
SPECIAL ARTICLE 12 - 175th BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION
Appropriation 5,000.00
SPECIAL ARTICLE 13 - CONSERVATION FUND
Capital Appraisal Association 1,000.00
SPECIAL ARTICLE 14 - LANDFILL
Expenses 15,000.00
SPECIAL ARTICLE 17 - CAPITAL RESERVE




TOTAL CAPITAL RESERVE 9,000.00







RETIREMENT AND SOCIAL SECURITY
Monadnock Bank




TOTAL ADJUSTMENT SS & WH
TAXES BOUGHT BY TOWN
Raelene Cummings, Tax Collector
CHESHIRE COUNTY






MONADNOCK REGIONAL SCHOOL DISTRICT








Plodzik & Sanderson Professional Association
193 Worth Main Street Concord, N.H. 03301 (603)225-69%
INDEPENDENT AUDITOR 'S REPORT ON FINANCIAL PRESENTATION
To the Members of
the Board of Selectmen
Town of Troy
Troy, Mew Hampshire
We have audited the accompanying general purpose financial statements of the
Town of Troy and the combining and individual fund financial statements of the
Town as of and for the year ended December 31, 1989, as listed in the table of
contents. These financial statements are the responsibility of the Town's
management. Our responsibility is to express an opinion on these financial
statements based on our audit.
We conducted our audit in accordance with generally accepted auditing
standards. Those standards require that we plan and perform the audit to
obtain reasonable assurance about whether the financial statements are free of
material misstatement. An audit includes examining, on a test basis, evidence
supporting the amounts and disclosures in the financial statements. An audit
also includes assessing the accounting principles used and significant
estimates made by management, as well as evaluating the overall financial
statement presentation. We believe that our audit provides a reasonable basis
for our opinion.
As described in Note IB, the general purpose financial statements referred to
above do not include the General Fixed Asset Group of Accounts, which should
be included to conform with generally accepted accounting principles. The
amount that should be recorded in the General Fixed Asset Account Group is not
known.
In our opinion, except that omission of the General Fixed Asset Group of
Accounts results in an incomplete presentation, as explained in the above
paragraph, the general purpose financial statements referred to above present
fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of the Town of Troy
at December 31, 1989, and the results of its operations and the changes in
financial position of its nonexpendable trust funds for the year then ended,
in conformity with generally accepted accounting principles. Also, in our
opinion, the combining and individual fund financial statements referred to
above present fairly, in all material respects, the financial position of each
of the individual funds of the Town at December 31, 1989, and the results of






The complete audit prepared by Plodzik & Sanderson Professional Associa-
tion is available at the Town Hall for reviewing.
REPORT OF THE ROAD AGENT
The winter of 1989 and 1990 was fairly mild and did not raise much havoc
with the roads.
With the Block Grant Appropriations, we shimmed a part of High Street
and a portion of West Hill. We also did alot of ditching and installed
some new culverts.
With the new year, my assistant Gary LeBlanc became full time.
Plans for this year's Block Grant money are to replace the bridge on the
Quarry Road and widen that portion of road. Also to shim Bigelow Hill
Road.
Other plans for this year are to repair the sidewalks on the North end of
town to make it safer for walking and easier to plow in the winter.
We would appreciate if if when you noticed any problems with the roads
that you would please call the Town Hal! or the highway barn 242-3649
and make us aware of the problem.
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SELECTMEN'S REPORT
1990 was a very important year in Troy. The town celebrated its 175th
Birthday. We feel that it was one of the nicest events in recent years.
We would like to give a great big thanks to all who planned, organized,
or participated in this anniversary celebration.
The Selectmen's office had its share of personal problems this year. Bill
Matson suffered a serious medical setback in July. Bill was dedicated to
helping Troy residents as both a selectman and representative to the
General Court. This left us with a tremendous amount of work which Bill
did naturally. We wish him a full and speedy recovery.
1990 was also saddening because of Elmer's sickness and passing away.
The Selectmen would like you to know the extreme effort and dedication
Elmer made to keep going with his duties despite his serious condition;
he will be missed by all.
The Selectmen would like to thank Chet Priest for filling out the remain-
der of the 1990 Selectman's term.
Troy finally has mandatory recycling after many years of planning. The
recycling building was reconstructed and the necessary equipment purchased.
It seems we will be able to run an efficient recycling center now and into
the foreseeable future. Thanks to Ray Dicey for a job well done.
The Selectmen accepted the resignation of Chief Norton as Police Chief.,
Charles Rocheleau was appointed acting chief. We feel he will be a good,
competent person to handle the Police Department.
We wish to thank all the other town employees, volunteers, and committee
members for their time and dedication to Town activities and interests.
The computer programs asked for in this year's budget should, hopefully,
provide the Town with better money management and be very cost effec-
tive.
The Highway barn is another expense which seems to be a cost effective
way to get more years of service out of the Town's equipment. The
present building is owned by the State of New Hampshire and is in need
of some major repairs. The new barn will also centrally locate all equip-
ment and the town will have the facilities to perform preventive mainten-
ance' on all town vehicles.
The Selectmen would also like to recognize our Armed Forces in Opera-
tion Desert Storm. We hope for a speedy solution to this conflict and
the safe return of our troops.
The Selectmen, also, are very proud of the youths of Troy. They should
be recognized for their excellent behavior thoughout last year.
In closing, we feel that Troy is a very nice community. This year and
the next years ahead will be trying times for all communities. We must
preserve the quality of services that the Town has worked hard to achieve.
Selectmen of Troy
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GAY-KIMBALL LIBRARY 1990 LIBRARIAN'S REPORT
The Gay-Kimball Library has had another busy year with circulation of
materials increasing 10% over 1989. In the past two years, circulation has
increased 49% and all of us at the library feel that residents of Troy are
becoming more aware of what we have to offer.
In the past year we added approximately 540 new books. We were able to
purchase many of the latest bestsellers in order to keep the collection up
to date and in high demand. The children's non-fiction collection has been
expanded to accomodate more and more of the special interests and needs
of our young people. There is a new special section in the Adult Fiction
room for books for Young Adults.
Townspeople have continued to be generous with their gifts of books to be
used for book sales or for the library itself. Several reference books were
donated in memory of John C. Callahan by Jim and Phyllis Callahan. The
trustees also voted to dedicate some new history books to his memory.
Dr. Mark A. Wirant contributed money for the purchase of new juvenile
biographies.
-
The Summer Reading Program was a big success with 137 young people
registered. The Monadnock Bank donated a savings bond as an incentive
for teens to participate. A party was held at the end of the program
where we had a drawing for special t-shirts and gave out certificates of
participation.
A series of craft classes for grade school children was held last Spring.
The Ripley Reading Room continues to be used not only for quiet reading
but many committee meetings, story hours and computer games were held
there.
In April, an Open House was held to celebrate National Library Week.
About fifty people attended and awards were given out to Top Readers in
the Raisin Reader Program which was held in the Fall of 1989.
Story Hours continued to be held twice a month all year and in September
they were changed to an afternoon hour in order to include grade school
children up through grade two. Sheila Depew and Theresia Weber-John
have been the story tellers for over a year.
Two Book Sales were held on the library lawn and a smaller one at the
Troy Arts Festival. Proceeds this year were used to purchase, new books
and computer equipment.
In December, the library was able to purchase a computer and special soft-
ware which will enable us to automate the circulation by using bar codes,
generate overdue notices and provide a link to the New Hampshire State
Library Interlibrary Loan System via modem. Thanks to several volunteers
we hope to have all materials entered into the system by summer of 1991.
We urge all residents of Troy to register for a borrower's card and use the
library often in 1991.
Darcy L. Doyle, Librarian
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GAY-KIMBALL LIBRARY FINANCIAL REPORT 1990
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REPORT OF TROY WATER/SEWER DEPARTMENT
The year 1990 has been another good year for the Water/Sewer De-
partment.
There have been a number of water leaks this year with most of them
in the water mains. We are sorry for any inconvience they may have
caused our customers during repairs.
The new well has been completed and has been on line most of the
summer and fall and seems to be working well.
Six (6) new hydrants were installed this year and we hope to do some
in 1991.
We cleaned the reservoir in the spring and flushed the hydrants and
water lines in the spring and fall.
The Sewer Department has been operating good with normal breakdowns
and repairs as can be expected.
Our meetings are held monthly on the 2nd Wednesday of each month
and these are open to the public.
We are sorry for the inconvenience that was caused regarding paying
your bills at the Town Hall and hopefully our warrent article will be passed








REPORT OF WATER DEPARTMENT TREASURER
Balance in Checking Account 1/1/90 $ 5,898.49
Total From Water Department Billings 82,875.74
Total Income $88,774.23
Less Expenses Paid Out 70,741.04
Balance in Checking Account 12/31/90 $18,033.19
BREAKDOWN OF INCOME
Metered Water $44,678.83
Service Billings 1 ,445.50
Parts & Supplies Sold 1,714.83
Miscellaneous Income 33,624.70
Interest on Checking Account 1,411.89
TOTAL NET DEPOSITS $82,875.74
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BREADKOWN OF EXPENSES



















REPORT OF SEWER DEPARTMENT TREASURER
Balance in Checking Account 1/1/90 $ 3,750.90
Total Sewer Department Billings 151 ,514.72
TOTAL INCOME $155,265.62
Less Expenses Paid Out 150,601.57





Interest on Checking Account 752.72
Industrial Waste Surcharge 1 1 ,542.91
TOTAL NET DEPOSITS $151,541.72
BREAKDOWN OF EXPENSES




























1990 TROY CEMETERY REPORT
The Cemetery crew spent another busy summer upgrading and improving the
appearance of the cemetery.
Grave lots, grave stones and more paving was done, more fertilizing and
seeding was done and brush was cut and fences were painted.
Trustee of Trust Funds Perpetual Care
Arthur & Winona Girourd $200.00
Robert & Barbara Daniels 400.00
Henry & Garnett Brozoski 300.00
Elmer & Ruth Gladding 200.00




In 1990, the Troy Police handled 263 investigations; 22 of these were
juvenile cases with the remainder being violation, misdemeanor and felony
cases.
The police issued 1151 motor vehicle summons and gave an additional 619
warning. We also made 31 arrests for DWI, with two of these being
charged with operating under the influence of controlled drugs.
There were 35 motor vehicle accidents reported with 21 of these on state
maintained roads. Only 8 were on town roads and 6 occurred in parking
lots. Only 5 of these accidents involved persona! injury and there were no
motor vehicle involved fatalities in 1990. i believe that the very low
number of personal injury accidents and no fatal accidents is due to high
visibility and active traffic enforcement.
Many of the accidents reported invloved excessive speed and/or an alcohol
impaired driver. Remember to buckle up; seat belts prevent injury and
death in motor vehicle accidents.
In the coming year, our goal is to maintain the level of quality service that
you expect and deserve from your Police Department. Please don't hesitate
to stop in and say "Hi" or call the office at 242-7992. The door is always
open; and, as your newly appointed police chief, I would welcome any com-
ments or suggestions that you may have.
Please remember to call 35211 — if you see anything suspicious or out of
the ordinary, no matter how minor it may seem to you. This call may pre-
vent a crime from being committed or may lead to information that may
help solve a crime that has already occurred.
At this time, I would like to thank the members of the Troy Police De-
partment for their time and efforts throughout the year and a special
thanks to Pam Michelson, our secretary, for doing a superb job keeping our
paperwork in order.







The officers and members of the Troy fire department would like to thank
the citizens of Troy for their help again in keeping fires to a minimum.
The fire department has 8 certified fire inspectors given by the fire mar-
shall's office, which was a 16 hour course.
Please remember smoke detectors save lives. Check your wood stoves often.
FIRE CALLS 1990
Structure 2 Chimney 12 Brush 1
Vehicle Fires 9 Accidents 5 Mutual Aid 14
Rescue 3 False Alarms 5 Mattress Fires 2




Bill May, Deputy Chief
Ray Dicey, Deputy Chief
WELFARE DEPARTMENT
We are all deeply saddened by the passing away of Elmer Gladding; he wi!
be greatly missed. I took over Elmer's responsibilities as overseer of the
poor; I will attempt to continue in his foot steps providing assistance to
those who truly need it.
In the past year we saw a slight increase in the number of Townspeople
coming in for assistance, especially after the mill started their extensive
layoffs.
We will be continuing with our extensive screening of applicants for assist-
ance and we will also be continuing with our work programs, those that
apply for assistance that can work are put to work in some area of the
Town to pay the Town back for assistance.
I want to give special thanks to the congregation of the Troy Congrega-
tional Church, and to Judy McCann, for setting up and operating clothing
and food help programs for those who need assistance in these areas.
Townspeople that need assistance, my hours are 6 to 8 on Monday night.
I can also be reached through the Town Clerk's office in case of an
emergency that comes up during the week.
Linda L. Norton
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REPORT OF TOWN FOREST FIRE WARDEN AND STATE FOREST RANGER
During Calendar Year 1990, the State of New Hampshire experienced an aver-
age number of wildfires. The three leading causes of these wildfires were
fires kindled without a fire permit from the Forest Fire Warden, permit fires
that escaped control and rekindled fires. All of these fires are preventable,
but ONLY with your help.
Please help your town and state forest fire officials with forest fire preven-
tion. New Hampshire State Law (RSA 224:27 II) requires that, "No person,
firm or corporation shall kindle or cause to be kindled any fire or burn or
cause to be burned any material in the open, except when the ground is
covered with snow, without first obtaining a written fire permit from the
Forest Fire Warden of th e town where the burning is to be done."
Violations of RSA 224:27 II and the other burning laws of the State of New
Hampshire are misdemeanors punishable by fines of up to $1,000 and/or a
year in jail and you are also liable for all fire suppression costs.
The State of New Hampshire, Division of Forests and Lands assisted many
towns in wildland fire suppression during 1990, including a 262 acre fire in
Moultonboro and several fires in Hooksett.
In 1990, the New Hampshire Division of Forests and Lands trained 844 local
Wardens and Deputy Wardens in the Incident Command System (ICS), an in-
cident management system for all types of emergencies. In 1991, Wardens,
will be trained in the use of Class A foam in wildfire suppression.
If you have any questions regarding New Hampshire forest fire laws, please
contact your local Forest Fire Warden, State Forest Ranger, or the Division
of Forests and Lands at 271-2217.
FOREST FIRE STATISTICS - 1990
State District Town















The Troy Conservation Commission has had a very active year. In the
spring an impressive tree planting ceremony was held on the town green.
Mrs. Gregg, the Governor's wife was in attendence as well as Senator Bass,
Senator Blaisdell and Mayor Lipsky of Keene. We won the flowering crab
from the Governor's Council on Tree Planting as the recipient from Cheshire
County. Troy school children beautifully sang at this affair and Mr. Matson
so graciously offered refreshments and a social hour which was much enjoyed.
Our float seems to have been a great success at the 175th anniversary pa-
rade, although pretty home-made compared to the professional float shown
by Troy Mills depicting their long history from horse blankets to automobile
upholstery, we were able to send our message "Save Our Wetlands."
Two students were sent to the State Conservation Camp sponsored by the
New Hampshire Society for the Protection of Forests. These students from
Troy attended our fall meeting and related their learning and fun experi-
ences. Mr. Matson and Richard Menard were responsible for raising half of
the money from various local organizations for this most worthwhile project.
We had our first booth at the Troy Arts Festival and much interest was
shown in the water testing equipment that Benjamin Hale has charge of.
Ben tests water at the Sand Dam all summer. Richard Menard exhibited
great photographs of wild life right in his back yard on West Hill Road.
Many good things happen around town. Barbara Arguin, science teacher at
Troy Elementary School did a spectacular job with her students collecting/
cans and bottles and they had their own Earth Day ceremony with a tree
planting. Ray Dicey spotted some illegal tire dumping at the end of North
Main Street which he promptly reported.
Our town's character is beginning to revive lately with some excellent res-
toration going on. The Troy Baptish Church is to be complimented on their
excellent restoration of the 1849 brick ediface which graces our Main Street.
Ralph Lang did a magnificient job with the old Whitney Store and this
columned Greek Revival building now stands proudly as well as being used.
Attorney Gary Sheldon restored the former old post office and barber shop
which had been in a bad state of disrepair. Yes, according to our state
conservation handbook we are supposed to encourage preservation of old
buildings and landmarks. However, in most town this is done by a local
historical society.
With these success stories we have had major disappointments. We planned
a town clean-up for Earth Day and only three people attended. We did
clean five large bags of rubbish from around town green and will hope when
we try again more town folk might respond. Checking the newspapers we
noted that in many surrounding towns so many people came to help that
they were also able to clean back roads as well as town centers. We sent
letters to all organizations and the boy and girl scouts.
The Troy Conservation Commission was brought about by town warrant in
March 1972. Although no records were kept we do see early reference in
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town reports to a plan for a wetlands ordinance. Two years ago Mr. Matson
wrote us a letter stating that the selectmen would like an ordinance, how-
ever, we have not been successful with this as yet. We plan to really con-
centrate on this next year as we are one of the few towns in Cheshire
County without an ordinance. We feel this is particularly important in Troy
where hundreds of people have septic tanks and wells. Our drinking water
is purified and filtered in our wetlands and we must try to educate people
about this. Our state conservation handbook states that protecting our wet-
lands is our most important task as a commission.
Our spring agenda includes some planting around Troy Elementary School
now that they finally have the asphalt installed. Mr. Matson had previously
asked us to do some planting of Pine Trees at Sand Dam and we plan to do
this.
We are fortunate to welcome two new members to our commission, Ira
Gavrin who has an excellent grasp of conservation and Daniel Bisaccio who
teaches science at Thayer High School and Keene State. We are sorry to
lose Rick Menard, an energetic member who is now taking night courses.
Our meetings in 1991 will be held the third Monday of each month at Gay








Throughout the past year we have spent most of our effort setting up and
improving our recycling facility to make it more convenient for the public
and for the men that work there.
We went to mandatory recycling on January 11, 1991. We want to thank
everyone for the excellent cooperation and effort you have put into re-
cycling. It has reduced the amount of trash going into the landfill to be
buried by more that 65%.
Superintendent Ray Dicey and his helpers have done a fine job keeping the
landfill and recycling center neat, clean and running smoothly.
Keeping Troy's landfill in operation is saving the Taxpayers of Troy money
every year. If our landfill is closed down, Troy's solid waste budget could
easily triple or even more than triple.
This past year we added on to the recycling building, closed-in the build-
ing, added windows for collecting recyclables, and insulated the ceiling.
We purchased a new baler to make it easier to store and ship our recycle
materials. We built a container to move non-recycable trash from the
collection center to the landfill.
We also purchased a surplus buldozer to replace the old one.
Frederick Lawrence, Chairman Wendall Hawkins
Ray Dicey Pete Mattson
Iver Olsen Mark Dill
Edward Lang Sr Stephaine Phillipson
Chester Priest Carolyn Kennedy
Bruce McCulley
ANNUAL REPORT OF TROY ANIMAL CONTROL
This year we again held a rabies clinic in April and it was an even bigger
success than the year before with approximately 50 dogs and cats receiving
their shots.
We are also very happy to report that except for 5 dogs, all strays taken
to the Humane Society were eventually returned to their owners. If you
are missing a pet, the first step would be to contact me or the Troy
Police Department and then you should call the Humane Society in case
it has been brought in. Dogs, especially, can travel a long distance in a
short period of time and are sometimes picked up in other towns.
I cannot stress how important it is to license and restrain your dog. It is
not only the law but also for their portection.
I may be reached at 242-3053 or thru Mutual Aid 352-1100.
Alan (Sonny) Grimshaw Jr.
Animal Control Officer
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HOME HEALTH CARE AND COMMUNITY SERVICES, INC.
REPORT TO THE TOWN OF TROY
JANUARY 1, 1990- DECEMBER 31, 1990
ANNUAL REPORT
In 1990, Home Health Care and Community Services continued to provide
home care and community services to the residents of Troy. The following
information represents a projection of Home Health Care and Community
Services' activities in your community in 1990. The projection is based on
actual services provided from January through September 1990 and an





Child Health Nursing 4 Visit
Physical Therapy 61 Visits
Speech Pathology 16 Visits
Occupational Therapy Visits
Homemaker 2,561 Hours
Home Health Aide 409 Visits
Medical Social Worker Visits
Nutritionist 1 Visits
Office Visits 20 Visits
Meals-On-Wheels 2,148 Meals
Total Unduplicated Residents Served: 64
In addition to the above listed activities, regularly scheduled blood pressure
clinics, child health clinics, telephone and consultations were made available
tb your residents throughout the year. Town funding, in part, supported
these additional services.
FINANCIAL REPORT
The actual cost of all services provided in 1990 with all funding sources is
projected to be $96,778.00.
These services have been supported to the greatest extent possible by Midi-
care, Medicaid, other insurances, grants and patient fees. Services that
were not covered by other funding have been supported by your town. In
1990, town support is projected to be $4,548.00.
For 1990, we recommend an appropriation of $13,500.00 to continue home
care and $1,181.00 for the Meals-On-Wheels Program to continue services
at the current level.


















Monadnock Family Services was organized in 1959 following a joint study
study by the Cheshire County Community Services Council and the League of
Women Voters (Keene and Peterborough). Originally named Monadnock Area
Family Service, the agency was organized through a merger of the Bureau of
Public Service and the Keene Mental Hygiene Association. The service
operated in this form through 1966, expanding in a five year period to a
staff of two full time social workers with psychiatric and psychological
consulting suoport.
In 1967, following a study during the previous two years, a community
mental health clinic service was organized providing direct psychiatric and
psychological services. This program added two psychiatric consultants, a
clinical psychologist and one social worker to the agency staff.
Now, in 1990, Monadnock Family Services has grown from providing
only outpatient services in its early years to providing a much broader
range of services in response to community needs. MFS operates out of
five district offices: Keene, Peterborough. Winchester, Jaffrey and Walpole.







Counseling Services for Adults
Adolescent and Children's Treatment




KEENE and WALPOLE DISTRICT OFFICES
The Keene and Walpole District Offices of Monadnock Family Services
provides outpatient services for children and adults living in the towns of
Keene, Alstead, Chesterfield. Fitzwilliam, Gilsum, Marlborough, Marlow,
Nelson, Roxbury, Stoddard. Sullivan, Surry, Swanzey, Troy, Walpole and
Westmoreland. Included among these services are individual, group, family,
and marital psychotherapy, as well as twenty-four hour crisis intervention.
In addition, the Keene District Office provides special services for the
Elderly, Vietnam Veterans, Sexual Abuse victims, Sexual Offenders, and
pregnant teenagers and adolescent parents.
Monadnock Family Services is also continuing its alcohol and drug
abuse prevention project in the Fall Mountain School District, Keene Junior
High and Keene High School. This project provides consultation to teachers,
administrators, parents and students around ways to address the problems of
substance abuse and chemical dependency.
The staff of the Keene and Walpole District Offices are all trained
professionals who are committed to meeting the mental health needs of the
communities they serve.
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# of Appointments: 2879
Self, family or friend 45
Public psychiatric hospital 3
School 2
Clergy
Other psychiatric facility 3
Law enforcement, court 6
Private practice mental health professional





a) Childhood or adolescence
b) Organic mental disorders
c) Substance use disorders
d) Schizophrenic disorders
e) Paranoid disorders



































Tel. 603-242-7722 P.O. Box 215 Troy, New Hampshire 03465
INDUSTRIAL DEVELOPMENT COMMITTEE
This committee was put in place a number of years ago to assist the Select-
men (on an advisory basis) to meet with parties who may from time to time
inquire about the availability of sites for locating in Troy. There are cur-
rently three Town owned sites industrially zoned totaling about 54 acres.
The committee has met with representatives of a dozen corporations seeking
areas to expand or locate their existing or fledgling businesses.
Expenditures in recent years may be summarized as below:
Total Surveys & Site Work Sign & Supplies Seminars Misc.
Appraisals Timber Cut Brochures Postage
1990 152 152
1980 378 378
1988 896 345 144 363 44
1987 3997 1565 2040 167 225
1986 2516 1129 431 456 * 500
1985 795 315 345 135
Totals 8734 3354 2184 776 1499 421 500
* Share of cost of Town copier
By attending seminars, we have made excellent contacts with leadership
people in the State of New Hampshire Economic Development office. When
we need to confer on various matters, Troy is able to obtain expert advice.
We trust that if the time comes when we can apply for a substantial grant
to fund the development of an industrial area, we will be able to receive
the needed help.
During the past year a number of towns in the Monadnock area have set up
Industrial Development committees. The trend is definitely moving in that
direction. W,e can safely assume that all townswill eventually set up such
a committee.
Our committee would welcome a few more interested people who will join
us in this effort. We meet in daytime hours, for the most part, whenever
the occasion requires, and, in any case, we meet every other month to keep
abreast of things.
While the Town of Troy is not in the business of selling land the committee
would welcome communication from citizens willing to be approached on the
subject of land sales.
Funds were set aside from unused portions of our budget as follows:









Robert Hall, Chmn. Edward Lang Buzz Bowers
Iver Olsen Ralph Wentworth John Callahan Jr.
Respectfully submitted,
Robert Hall
REPORT OF THE MONADNOCK ADVISORY COMMISSION
The 1990 session of the State Legislature gave the Monadnock Advisory
Commission a new "charter" and definition of the Monadnock highlands to
include Little Monadnock in Fitzwilliam. The Commission includes two
members from each of the five towns, and is required to report annually
to the Towns on its activities and concerns. During 1990, the Commission
has been actively involved in developing policies to guide future management
and development activities on those lands owned and leased by the State of
New Hampshire, currently totalling 4,635 acres.
The purposes of the Monadnock Advisory Commission are:
I. Guide the department of resources and economic development
planning efforts to ensure the integrity of this National Natural
Landmark.
II. Assist the department in the formulation and adoption of a
long-range plan.
III. Recommend specific management policies and practices.
IV. Assist the department in acquiring lands and rights in land.
V. Meet at least annually.
VI. Report annually to the commissioner on any threats to the
integrity of these lands.
VII. Issue an annual report to the communities.
We would welcome your thoughts about the preservation of these unique
highlands.
Members of the Commission are:
Jaffrey: H. C. Royce, Peter Davis
Dublin: Betsey Harris, Bruce McClellan
Marlborough: Ernie Linders, James Everard
Troy: William Mattson, David Adams
Fitzwilliam: Donald Crutchley, Thomas Parker
Respectfully submitted,
H. C. Royce, Chairman
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TROY ARTS FESTIVAL COMMITTEE
Each year Troy hosts the Troy Arts Festival featuring carftspeople, musicians
and artists from our town and neighboring communities. This year marked
the fourteenth such event. The Festival seeks to build community spirit by
having all the local organizations participate.
We were please to continue the tradition by starting on Friday evening with
a chicken barbecue followed by a band concert. Saturday started very early
with exhibitors showing up at dawn to set up for the day. It was a pleas-
ure to see such enthusiasm. Once again we were delighted to see so many
familiar faces, and to welcome many newcomers. We also used most of
the Common as we had numerous acitivities for young people.
We wish to thank all of the wonderful people who made this such a fun
event. Our thanks to the committee, volunteers, exhibitors and organi-
zations who participated. We hope for your continued support and we






GRAND MONADNOCK ARTS COUNCIL
The Grand Monadnock Arts Council is a non-profit organization which has
advocated, promoted and supported the arts throughout the Monadnock
region for the last 15 years. So that we may continue to enrich the resi-
dents of this region with our performing and visual artists, the Arts Council
relies on various forms of income including Membership; Grants (local, state
and national); Fundraising; Service Fees and Town Funding. We look to the
towns to assist in support the Arts Council's programs and services that are
available to all in this region.
PROGRAMS AND SERVICES
I. FIRST NIGHT KEENE is a community wide celebration of the New Year
that offers a range of positive alternatives to traditional New Year's revelry
and broadens the public's appreciation for the performing and visual arts,
drawing on the talents of local and regional artists. We produce the event,
working with city government, non-profit agencies, civic groups, public
schools, churches, local retailers and businesses and a cadre of volunteers
from the region. This event is heavily promoted in all towns surrounding
the Keene area.
II. ARTS FOR SPECIAL AUDIENCES is a grant funded program through the
Monadnock United Way, the New Hampshire State Council on the Arts and
the National Endowment on the Arts. We arrange and pay for performing
and visual artists to perform for those citizens who are unable to attend
publicly presented events because of physical and/or mental health, age and
economic considerations.
III. ARTS IN PUBLIC PLACES provides local and regional visual artists the
opportunity to display their work(s) in various public facilities. Current
locations include the Cheshire County Courthouse, the Peterborough Savings
Banks, the Hancock Library and The Folkway Restaurant.
IV. An Arts information and referral service.
V. A booking service for private parties, clubs, corporations, schools, towns
and anyone seeking the services of local and regional performing visual
artists.
Therefore, I respectfully request that we be listed on the 1991 Town War-
rant as follows: To vote to raise and appropriate the sum of $250.00 for
support of the Grand Monadnock Arts Council, or to take other action re-
lating thereto.
In advance, thank you for including us on the Town Warrant. If you





TROY SENIOR CITIZENS' REPORT
The Senior Citizens are still going strong. We are still meeting at the Odd
Fellows Hall, so we can meet more than one a month - "working on projects
for our annual bazaar," being centrally located people are able to walk to it.
We did one trip, but had several luncheons, picnic at Verburg's and Mooey's,
Thanksgiving baskets and cards for shut-ins.
Each year we donate $200 for TEASI plus memorials for deceased members.
We had our October banquet at East Hill Farm and were entertained by a
clown - Charles Noble.
We wish to thank the Selectmen for their interest in our affairs.
As president for 1990, I wish to thank the program and all other commit-
tees for serving so faithfully and all the members for attendence and help.
Our meetings are held on the fourth Wednesday of the month and all
Senior Citizens are welcome.
Respectfully
Mary Frazier
P.S. We entered a float in the 175th Troy Anniversary Parade.
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TROY RECREATION COMMITTEE
The Recreation Committee oversees the activities and programs, for the War
Memorial at Sand Dam. Originally, this living memorial was created to
ensure that all Troy youths would have the opportunity to learn to swim.
Since then, the concept has been expanded to become an eight-week summer
program. It is available to all Troy youths from 6 to 16. The program is
run by qualified personnel hired by the committee.
This year the program had some rough edges. We were not prepared for
the huge increase in children coming to the Sand Dam on a daily basis.
Our attendance average was 100 children per day with over 120 signed up.
This is an increase of 40 children per day from last year. This coupled
with the problem that our previous director resigned within a month of
starting the new program meant our staff did not have sufficient time to
prepare. This led to our intervention as a committee halfway through the
program. We were forced in the interest of safety to make restrictions
on the program that we normally would not have. We were also forced to
close the program one week early. We are working very hard this year to
avoid a repeat of this problem. We are planning to hire additional staff
for next year and to take over the responsibilities of the director position
ourselves. This will ensure that we are aware of what is happening at all
times with the program. It also ensures that there is adequate planning
and that contingencies can foreseen, if necessary.
Overall, we were delighted with the response from the town in putting
their children into the program. We do request more involvement on the
part of parents as this too would ensure the safety and enjoyment of the
program.
The committee also oversees other recreational programs during the year.
These include:
o Cross-country ski program run in conjunction with Fitzwilliam on
Saturdays provided there is snow coverage.
o Movies on the Common on Thursday evenings throughout the summer.
o Roller Skating on Saturday evenings during the school year.
These programs have been very successful. We are planning to extend the
movies to a monthly basis during the year, in addition to the summer
program on the common.
Jody Descoteaux Jeff Morel
Sonny Grimshaw Suzy Pesa
Gary Jardine Jim Reed
Bruce McCulley Susan Rice
Christy McCulley Tom Walsh - Selectmen's Representative
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175th BIRTHDAY CELEBRATION
We would like to thank you, the citizens of Troy, for a grad celebration.
Without you this event would not have been the success that it was. It
would be impossible to thank individually all those who helped with this
event, but; you know who your are and you must be proud of your accomp-
lishments.
Except for two small incidents, the two-day celebration was flawless. A
small child received minor injuries when she fell off the slide at Sand Dam
and Mr. Alan (Sonny-Smokey) Grimshaw took off for Keene with the sound
system wires in his car, and we had to delay the entertainment until he
could be located. Good job, Sonny!!
Because a good time was had by all, the committee has been approached to
organize a "Old Home Day" celebration to be held once a year on the
Saturday following Labor Day. Being an ambitious group and now refreshed
from this year's event, we have agreed to plan one this year and, depending
on its success, will continue thereafter. We do need more volunteers and
lots of ideas. Meetings will be posted in the near future. We can tell you
that this year's theme will be "The Old West".
Now to report on the fence that was our objective to replace. All the
posts were sold and we could have sold that many again. We are sorry for
those who were not able to purchase and happy to report to those of you
who did, that instead of a plaque in the Town Hall depicting whose is whose,
Keene Monument will be ingraving each and every stone. This will cost us
more and we will have to have another fund raiser to accomplish this but,
in our eyes, this is the best way to go. It will be there foreever. It does
represent an additional $21.00 per stone but we feel this is well worth it.
Anyone who wishes to make a donation may do so and we will probably
hold a supper in the Spring as a fund raiser to help with this. We also
still have plenty of tee-shirts, mugs, books, pins and plates that we will be
selling both on voting day and Town Meeting night.
AGAIN, MANY, MANY THANKS FOR EVERYTHING!!
"TROY AS IT WAS" COMMITTEE
The financial statement for the Celebration is available at the Town Hall.
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HELPING HANDS CENTER
In February the Helping Hands Center moved into the "old post office"
building at 3 Water Street. The area they serve includes both Fitzwilliam
as well as Troy. The Center was organized to help those who need a "help-
ing hand" during the economic crisis that has come to our country. Sister
Lucie Ducas of Immaculate Conception Church and Judi McCann of the
Trinitarian Congregational Church spearheaded the program. They requested
other Troy/Fitzwilliam churches to help out and are currently being sponsored
by 4 of those area churches. The churches give a set amount per month to
defray the cost of rent and utilities. The Center has received a grant from
the State to assist in the purchase of foodstuffs only. The U.S.D.A. is also
assisting with surplus food. Donations from individuals, businesses and organi-
zations in the area help to defray the rest of the cost for replacing foods as
they are taken from the Center.
The Clothing Closet has new/used clothing for anyone needing it. The
Center will be having seasonal clothing and is open from Monday through
Saturday, 8:30-4, and Thursday and Fridays again from 6-8 PM. These hours
will change as the needs change.
Clothing is always needed. They must be clean and in good condition.
They will accept winter clothing from September through March 1. March
1 through July 1 they will accept summer clothing. This includes infants,
children's, men and women's clothes. Shoes and boots are also accepted.
The Food Pantry needs non-perishible items. That includes: pasta,
soups, canned meats, sauces, cereals, canned fruit and vegetables, crackers,
toilet paper, paper towels, detergents, baby food, formula, diapers, etc.
Items may be brought in at any time during opening hours. Confidentiality
is stressed. After hours or in an emergency contact either 242-6252 or 242-
6415.
Anyone wishing to donate monies may do so by either cash or check.
Checks payable to The Helping Hand Center, and can be brought in or
mailed to P O Box 240, Troy, NH 03465. If anyone has a question or
wishes to volunteer to help "man" the Center, please call them at 242-
3007.
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TROY SCHOOL PLAYGROUND COMMITTEE
We're invited guests today at Keat's Industrial Park in Keene. Theresia
called ahead to ask if we could have some discarded tires for a play struct-
ure in Troy. The size of some of the tires astounded me, and their weight
and bulk made me wonder how any human managed such things. Within half
an hour, we selected groupings of tires that would make up the various fea-
tures - a wiggle bridge, tire house, zig zag walk and two or three other
structures created during the upcoming four days of construction. We grouped
them on the other side of the drive, marked them with a spot of yellow paint
and helped our soiled and grumpy kids into the car.
All other aspects of the erecting of a play structure have such humble begin-
nings. Quite a few other parents had such tasks to perform during the year
or so before the construction date. The most critical element was enlisting
the support of the businesses and local industries in obtaining money or
materials. Timing, persistence, and connections within the fabric of a small
town eventually paid off. Money was raised during school fairs, games and
raffles, and in coin collection containers in local stores. Merchants and
supportive citizens also came through in encouraging ways.
The entire project was overseen by Deborah Sawyer, a former teacher
at the Troy School, and her husband Steven. They both showed remarkable
determination and a vision that carried the project through many frustrating
moments. David Dahl, a teacher at the school, offered supervisory and
carpentry skills throughout the construction process. School staff members,
town selectmen, police and ambulance crews, daycare providers and a great
reservoir of talented hardworking community members made the whole ef-
fort a success. Much credit needs to go to Jim Fallon, who designed the
structure and did much initial research.
The site for the structure is at the edge of a paved lot behind the Troy
School called "the wasteland." No one could have foreseen how the wooden
structure would integrate a big misshapen pine tree with the rambling brick
and cinder block school (with its afterthought trailer classrooms) the playing
field below the blacktop, and the omnipresent Mount Monadnock in the dis-
tance. A backhoe broke up some of the asphalt, and truckloads of sand and
gravel were brought in as a substrate. Footings were poured into the altered
landscape. A borrowed Wetterau Foods trailer was delivered. Inside it were
the tires we selected at Keat's. Shortly thereafter, redwood and pressure
treated lumber was delivered.
Prior to construction, many hours were spent calling parents to enlist sup-
port. Meetings were held to coordinate the lending of tools, the sorting and
labelling of hardware, the planning of meals, the care of children and, fin-
ally, project development. At Mother Nature's mercy, we planned on start-
ing Thursday.
A determined group showed up that evening in work clothes. We sorted
piles of wood in the drizzle. Once David arrived, crews immediately started
sawing, routing and drilling. The tires received a necessary rinse. Friday
night the support beams and perimeter ties went up. A few of us arranged
and rearranged the tires into inspired new shapes. A group of about 50
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people showed up on a cold and cloudy Saturday morning. People were
everywhere involved in integrated and cooperative activities. The structure
rapidly began to take form. Meal breaks came and went. By evening the
platforms and flooring were all in place. We had tire structures installed
inside each corner of the perimeter ties. Sunday threatened rain, yet a
good-sized group started right in. We all worked quickly with the power
tools before the mist became a steady rain. The tire committee worked to
attach a wiggle bridge and two tire swings onto the structure. Late in the
afternoon it was too wet to continue. Tools were put away and people
started to leave.
Before we left, we watched the bravest children, those who had watched
our progress over the last few days, try out the equipment. What a joy to
see them play! Over the summer, the final stages of construction were
completed.
Troy is fortunate to have talented people able to tackle a project of
such magnitude without blueprints, and without the services of an architect.
The structure is uniquely integrated with its surroundings. It seems as if
it was always meant to be there. The big old pine lends shade and balance.




MINUTES - TOWN MEETING MARCH 14, 1990 - TROY, NH
The polls were opened at 10:00 AM on Tuesday March 13, 1990 by Moderator
Thomas Britton at the Troy Town Hall. The Polls remained open until 7:00
PM.
The meeting to take up the Warrant was opened by Moderator Thomas
Britton at the Troy School Auditorium at 7:30 PM on March 15, 1990. The
salute to the flag was led by the Troy Boy Schout Troop 309. Invocation
was given by Rev. Jack McCann, pastor of Troy Congregational Church.
ARTICLE 1: To bring in your vote for one Selectmen for three years and
all other Town Officers elected by ballot as passed by Town Meeting or
State Statutes for the specified number of years:
Selectmen for three years William R. Matson
Overseer of Poor for one year Elmer E. Gladding
Water Commissioner for five years Mark A. Luopa
Cemetery Committee for three years Chester E. Priest
Trustee of Public Library for three years Eileen Breckell
Trustee of Trust Funds for three years Edward R. Lang
Trustee of Trust Funds for two years Chester E. Priest
Moderator for two years Thomas E. Britton
Supervisor of Check List for six years Mary E. Raitto
Budget Committee for three years L. Bruce McCulley
Fire Chief for three years Clifton E. Cole
ARTICLE 2: Are you in favor of amending the Troy Zoning Ordinance to
change from Village District to Business District a parcel of land being
that owned by Allen Cumings located at the junction of Route 12 and South
Main Street, Jax Map 18 Lot 251. By petition pursuant to RSA 675:4.
Passed by ballot vote Yes 268 No 77
ARTICLE 3: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate such
sums of money as may be necessary to defray the following Town Ex-
penditures.
a. Town Officers Salaries $36,800.00
b. Town Officers Expenses 17,000.00
c. Elections and Registrations 2,500.00
d. Town Hall 14,500.00
e. Insurance 86,250.00
f. Social Security 18,500.00
g. Interest - Temporary Loans 11,000.00
h. Memorial Day 1,250.00
i. Landfill 53,000.00
j. Street Lighting 15,000.00
k. Legal 15,000.00
I. Planning Board 5,050.00
m. Board of Adjustment 875.00
n. Emergency Management 6,000.00
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o. Conservation Committee 750.00
p. Common 2,000.00
George Dubina asked for justification of increases in Town Officers Salaries,
Town Officers Expenses, Elections & Registrations, Insurance and Social
Security. Selectmen Matson stated that the salary increases were to bring
the Clerk and Deputy up to equal other departments ie. Water Dept etc.,
expenses are due to the computer which eats up paper like it is going out
of style and a copier that people use like a printing press. We have a new
program on the computer for receipts and payments and maintenance con-
tracts for these machines must be kept up. Elections and registrations, you
must remember that we have another primary and regular election coming
up in the fall. Last year there was only one election. Insurance, we have
a person coming next month to look over all our insurances. At present we
are with the N.H. Municipal Unemployment and Workmans Comp Trust, and
N.H. Health Trust as recommendations from our insurance carrier some four
years ago. Health insurance was increased this year 8% for us and the
private sector was 35% increase. Social Security was increased from 7.51
to 7.65 for 1990. The employee pays 1/2 and the town pay the remaining
1/2.
Paul Theroux asked about temporary loans and why if people paid their taxes
early could they receive a rebate on the taxes. Selectmen Matson stated we
have been able to hold down temporary loans to $150,000. a year. This year
we had the PSNH loan which increased our interest of temporary loan, but
that was a one time thing. Paul also asked about the increase in the land-
fill. Matson stated that that was due to increased employees to run and
maintain the landfill to meet recycling requirements. Also the equipment
was in need of repairs due to equipment that was not maintained in the
past. All this to bring equipment up to good condition costs money. Mr.
Theroux also asked if we could go one tier higher at the landfill and Mr.
Matson stated we could & still be within the guidelines of the State
Engineer.
Wayne Kennison wanted to know if the Town had considered hauling the
trash to an incinerator. Selectmen Walsh stated that right at the present
time it would not seem to be feasible idea, but the Selectmen and Landfill
Committee would look into this. We belong to the Regional 53B and 149M
and will wait to see how they go and what they propose the towns do.
Janet McCullough made the comment that the $23,000. increase was way
out of line as there was no equipment to purchase, except by an article
later on to purchase a bailer, all the cement work has been done at the
landfill, all the trailers have been purchased. Selectmen Walsh stated that
once the Recycling article was voted on it would mean that require alot
more manpower, handling, sorting, and packing of materials and monies
would have to pay for these people. Passed as written
ARTICLE 4: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate such
sum of money as may be necessary to support public services as recom-
mended by the Budget Committee and Selectmen.
a. Health Related Programs $25,240.00
b. War Memorial Programs - Recreation 16,000.00
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c. Meadowood County Area Fire Department 1,000.00
d. Southwestern NH Regional Planning Commission 2,104.00
e. Arts Festival & Grand Monadnock Arts Council 1,500.00
f. Gay Kimball Library 23,490.00
g. Forest Fire Suppression 2,000.00
h. Senior Citizens 2,250.00
George Dubina asked why the increases in Health Related Programs and War
Memorial Programs. Selectmen Matson stated that most of the monies go
to the Home Healthcare and Community Services, which replaces the Troy
Visiting Nurse and the state funds are cut back further each year. This
also includes the Friendly Meals and Meals on Wheels. Passed as written.
ARTICLE 5: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate such
sums as necessary to support Town Departments.
a. Highway Department - Summer & Winter $80,000.00
b. Police Department (Budget Committee 73,860.00)70,950.00
c. Fire Department 26,875.00
d. Welfare 16,000.00
e. Animal Control 1,800.00
f. Special Police 5,000.00
g. Industrial Development 1,500.00
Janet McCullough moved that we do not vote on this article until after
Article 23, seconded by Bruce Lang. Amend Article so that it would be
considered following Article 23. Passed as Amended.
Bruce McCulley moved that we take up Article 23 at the present time. No
discussion.
ARTICLE 23: To see if the Town will vote to made the position of Police
Chief a full tjme position.
Moderator Britton stated that he had been handed a petition with 4 or more
signatures stating that "We the following are requesting a yes - no secret
ballot." prior to the meeting and following discussion we will proceed
through the checklist to vote.
Bruce Lang wanted to know why this Article was in the Town Report. To
his knowledge we have had a full time Police Department for the past 3 or
4 years.
Larry Lawrence, chairman of the Budget Committee, stated that indeed we
have had a part time police force with full time coverage. However the
Chief is putting in more hours than the state allows for part time, and it
is about time the town considered a full time Chief.
Frank Obuchowski, a business man in town, stated that he felt we should
have a full time Chief and a full time force. He asked how the Selectmen
felt about this.
Selectmen Walsh stated that Chief Norton appeared before the Selectmen
with three proposals The first as you see in the town report of $70,950.00,
a second with a full time chief and part time officers and the third with a
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full time chief and one full time officer. We looked at all three seriously
and decided on the one before you. He felt personally that the town was
ready for a full time Chief as he would have to hold a full time job besides
his duties as Police Chief in order to support his family.
Selectmen Matson stated that if this was voted in that they could run on
the $70,950.00 budget. There is a lot more going on around you than
people realize. Child abuse, families squabbling, families beating each other,
stabbings etc. Recently there was a death in Va. which a lot of the in-
vestigating was done right here in Troy. It is hard for a person to split
himself between two places and do justice to either job. The only com-
plaint the Selectmen have had about the Police Department is that they
park down by the State Barn, and the speed coming off West Hill. The
Selectmen feel that both complaints have been taken care of and that the
Department are watching West Hill more. Mr. Matson thinks we have a
very excellent Police Force and feels that a full time Chief could be done
under the $70,950. figure in a fair manner.
Janet McCullough wanted to know if the chiefs' salary, could be taken, from
the 70 thousand or would we have to have more. Chief Norton stated that
it could be handled from this figure. It would be close, but could be done.
Gerry Callahan, former Selectmen stated that when the original proposal
was passed several years ago, it was done as a tool. At that time we had
Selectmen who could not control the chief, and in this State a full time
Chief comes under a different set of laws. In short of murder or the like,
you can not get rid of them. He asked Mr. Matson how much was spent
in litigation during the time when we were having problems with the full
time dept. and what are we going to gain for this money spent. We have
had full time police since they played games. What are we going to gain
with the full time chief?
Mr. Matson stated that we need to look at families, kids and services need
in town. We have a lot of new people and elderly people. We have not
had the complaints and we can easily have chief with the amount listed.
Mark Dill made a motion to move the article. Secret Ballot Yes 88 No 49
ARTICLE 5: We are looking at the recommendation of the Selectmen.
Gideon Nadeau asked when the full time chief will be implmented, what
type of selection will be used and were will the money come from if Chief
Norton is appointed for the training.
Selectmen Matson stated that the Selectmen have not had any serious com-
plaints about Chief Norton and he will be trained at the Police Standards
and Training Academy. We will give him the opportunity within the budget
so printed to go to that school. Upon graduation if he passes, Mr. Norton
will be appointed. If he does not pass, then the Selectmen will have to
advertise and find someone else to fill the position.
Janet McCullough showed concern for the amount of $16,000. Welfare. In
past years we have not spend the amount appropriated. One year I tried to
put any leftover into a Capital Reserve fund, but that did not pass. I
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would like to a~e~c the article tc S'0,000. for Welfare.
,', e -£"s officer Gladding sac that s~e was ccect m mat -ve have not
scent all the monies appropriated. However sooner or 'ate' we will oe in
a ser :_s bind, .'.'e had a case in court '.vhich .vculd have amounted to
S " T C . 3 T T . - ,ve hac 'est. So fa' this yea' I r in se'icus straights, ,: is
gome to oe a z ~~ c_ : . ea _ for Welfare. Aisc ce state is pushing more
ano mere oa:< o A to ce town that .ve are going to ge: hit with, so t^ese
court placements will' hurt a~o we -sez money to handle them. We cou Id
still go -veil over the $16,000. I have asked for. Amendment defeated.
3 deor N a d e a u a s < e c i ~ someone " 'c~ t h e I n d u s t
'
; a i Be.'elccment Commit-
tee wou o explain what they i":e A : tc oo with another 2^.522. this yea r .
.":e'3: = ':: what the oo—mttee is trying to so, ho v.- ever .vith t h e ia^d .ve
have available, think we a*e wasting money.
"roe': Hall C~ai'~an of re cm^otee, .ve have 5"! aces .vhich r eec sur-
reys this ivii ~eec *-iVC surveys. Several years ago we had one oo^e and
the cost was S'.522. We are in the process of making a marketing
brochure tc oe available to potent a buye's. iega' ~'ees. There is a -5 ace
parce r ligation. ~ u e town says they o.vr it ano another party sa> they
own it. .Ve ^eez' to subdivide some land, no body c~ cu r committee cs the
expertise ~'c c s ano '.ve will ~aez cc*ess ona -e'z. let St. ano needs
.'.ate' & sewer exte'te:. The money may "-zz come cut c~ :/ budget, but
there .vill oe a~ e-oense there. At the t'ese": .ve a'e saying we have an
nc'ustriai "ark. t : s net a pa r k, it is just raw ano a~c we need tc spend
money there for improvements before we can get potential clients tc pur-
chase ian.0. ~~e access to let has been turnetj down by potential clients
as they a'e cab e to get any large trucks in there. We may need to im-
cove the access to B)ort St.
3ruce '.'cCu ley asked tc a^eno tc use the Budget Committee Recommen-
dation, "i'e only cha'ce in these Items : s the -c Ice Ceoartment ano with
the training expenditures he feit this $73,360. was a oetter -igure.
c- _^.-^^^^. ^ ! 7i c ; 3 1 a d d i n c c tateo t ~~ a t r s .'.' o u ! d not ' s zz^ ~~ a^ z c e B u doet
Committee "igure. Originally there were two proposals presented by the PD.
~z his <*:,', ecge, no oeoartn^ent was allowed to oor^e in with more than
one proposal. _u e second p'oocsal for the "3,- .vas to include administra-
tive change which he did not feel the Budget Committee .vas operating
a thin the law to make an administrative change. Amended defeated.
Artioie passed as written.
ARTICLE 5: ~o see \ z the town ,v I I vote tc raise and appropriate such
:cs of money as may be necessar;. for ce ca r e of the Cemeteries.
Beget Con— ttee and Se'ect^en recommend $14,000.00 SI 3
;
BO 3 . C 3 to
come from Trust funcs. -assec as written
ARTICLE 7: To see if the Town will vote to raise $133/ CO.:: *cr the
Water/Sewer Department. Recommended by Budget Committee and the
Selectmen Passed as written.
ARTICLE 3: To see if the Town will authorize the Selectmen to expend
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the Highway Block Grant of $28,000.00 and the Town will receive for the
State for the calendar year 1990 for maintenance, construction, and recon-
struction of Class IV and V highways. Recommended by Budget Committee
and Selectmen. Passed as written.
ARTICLE 9: To see if the Town will vote a sum of money $158,627.53 for
the payment of Sewer Bonds. Income from the State of New Hampshire
and FHA will be $108,955.03. Passed as written.
ARTICLE 10: To see if the Town will vote and appropriate the amount of
$12,700.00 to be placed in the Capital Reserve Fund for reappraisal. Any
amount remaining after final payment for reappraisal to remain in the
Capital Reserve Fund for a future reappraisal when needed, and voted by
the Town. Recommended by Budget Committee and Selectmen. Passed
as written.
ARTICLE 11: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $20,000.00 for the annual payment fo the sum authorized to borrow
at the Special Town Meeting to pay Public Service Company of New
Hampshire. Recommended by the Selectmen and Budget Committee.
Passed as written.
ARTICLE 12: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
sum of $5,000.00 to be used for the celebration of the 175th anniversary of
the Town of Troy. Recommended by the Selectmen and the Budget Com-
mittee.
Wayne Kennison asked how they intended to spend this money.
Selectmen Gladding we do have plans which will involve the churches and
businesses, we would like to improve the Common and bring it back to its
original look as it was a few years back. We hope to have parades, con-
tests for the kids which will be prizes. If this goes through, we will start
working on definite plans. Article passed as written.
ARTICLE 13: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
gross sum of $4,000.00 to the conservation fund as authorized by RSA
36-A:5 to be used only for acquisition in the name of the town of the fee
or lesser interest in conservation land and other costs associated therewith
for permanent conservation use, and authorize the Selectmen to apply for
and accept the state matching funds under the N.H. Land Conservation In-
vestment Program (LCIP) RSA221-A in the amount up to $4,000.00 for the
purpose of acquisition of the fee or lesser interest in conservation land.
Said appropriation funds and state matching funds may be expended by
majority vote of the conservation commission. The appropriation is contin-
gent upon the receipt of matching state grant from LCIP. Recommended
by the Budget Committee and Selectmen. Article passed as written
ARTICLE 14: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate
$15,000.00 for capital improvements, equipment and materials necessary to
finish setting up the Landfill to be in a position to be able to recycle. In
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addition, to authorize the Selectmen to use the appropriation or a portion
of for matching funds, if they become available from the Office of State
Planning for the implementations of a Municipal Recycling Program. Re-
commended by the Selectmen and the Budget Committee. Passed as
written.
ARTICLE 15: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Treasurer,
Town of Troy to receive and deposit all funds in a separate saving account,
that are generated by the sale of recycle materials and equipment from
the Landfill. This fund if. so voted to be placed by warrant article in a
Capital Reserve Fund in the following Town Meeting, for the specific
purpose of acquiring new equipment, if needed, emergency repairs if needed
above appropriated budget, and for the use of closing the Landfill when the
time comes. Recommended by Selectmen. Passed as written.
ARTICLE 16: To see if the Town will vote to adopt mandatory recycling
at the Landfill not before July 1, 1990. If approved the necessary infor-
mation to describe what will be recycled, how it will be accomplished will
be completely gone over by the Landfill Study Committee with the residents
of Troy before it is implemented. Recommended by the Selectmen and the
Troy Landfill Study Committee. Passed as written.
ARTICLE 17: To see if the Town will vote to raise and appropriate the
amount of money listed below to be placed into the Capital Reserve Fund
of each Department for the purpose of purchasing vehicles or additional '
equipment when voted by the Town
a. Police Department $4,000.00
b. Fire Department 1,000.00
c. Highway Department 4,000.00
Recommended by Budget Committee and Selectmen. Passed as written.
ARTICLE 18: "Shall we adopt optional adjusted elderly exemption from
Property tax? The optional exemption, based on assessed value, for quali-
fied taxpayers shall be as folows: for a person 65 years of age up to 75
years, (20,000.00), for a person 75 years of age up to 80 years, ($40,000.00),
for a person 80 years of age or older, ($100,000.). To qualify, the person
must have been a New Hampshire resident for at least 5 years; own the
real estate individually or jointly, or if the real estate is owned by his
spouse, they must have been married for at least 3 years. In addition the
taxpayer must have a net income of less than $10,000. or if married, a
combined income of less that $12,000; and own net assets of ($37,000.)
excluding the value of the person's residence." Recommended by Selectmen.
Richard Martin asked that we amend the article to read "own net assets of
$37,000. or less" Amendment passes.
Paul Theroux asked how we would know if persons were telling the truth as
to what their income was or what they own and don't own.
Mr. Matson stated that the person who applies for the exemption is signing
their name and filling out the information under purgery.
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Article passed by secret ballot Yes 84 No 8
ARTICLE 19: "Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 72:28, V & VI for an
optional veterans' exemption and an expanded qualifying war service for
veterans seeking the exemption? The optional veterans' exemption is $100.
rather than $50." Recommended by Selectmen. Secret ballot passed
Yes 77 No 1
ARTICLE 20: "Shall we adopt the provisions of RSA 72:35, IV for an
optional property tax exemption on residential property for a service con-
nected total disability? The optional disability exemption is $1,400. rather
than $700. Recommended by Selectmen. Secret ballot passed Yes 76
No 2
ARTICLE 21: To see if the Town will vote to classify Richmond Road as
a "Scenic Road" as provided under RSA 231. Recommended by the Con-
servation Commission and the Selectmen. Passed as written.
ARTICLE 22: To see if the Town will vote to designate and proclaim
April 22, 1990 as Earth Day 1990, and to set aside that day for public
activities promoting preservation of the global environment and launching
the "Decade of the Environment." Recommended by the Conservation
Commission. (By Petition). Passed as written.
ARTICLE 24: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Board of
Selectmen to apply for, accept and expend money from the State, Federal
or another governmental unit or a private source which becomes available
during the year in accordance with the procedures set forth in RSA 31-95B.
Passed as written.
ARTICLE 25: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
borrow money to pay charges and the interest thereon. Passed as written.
ARTICLE 26: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
transfer tax leins and convey property acquired by the Town by Tax
Collector's Deed by public auction (or advertised sealed bid) or in such
manner as determined by the Selectmen as Justice may require. Passed
as written
ARTICLE 27: To see if the Town will vote to authorize the Selectmen to
enter into agreement with the Southwest Regional Planning Commission,
the State Office of Emergency Management, the State Planning Commission,
and other State agencies, when money becomes available for feasibility
studies, grants, and agreements in the best interest of the Town. This is
to be done by the Selectmen, with the approval of the Town Budget Com-
mittee after consultation with the Conservation Commission, Planning Board
and Industrial Development Committee. Recommended by Budget Committee
and Selectmen. Passed as written.
ARTICLE 28: To hear reports of committees, agents or officers heretofore
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chosen and take any action relative. No reports forth coming.






Date Name Father's Name Mother's Name
01-30-90 Kaitlin Marie Austin
02-13-90 David Allen Stubbs, Jr
02-15-90 Terrence Linwood Quigley
03-15-90 Kierstin Silander Clark
04-21-90 Shyra Lynn Lancey
04-25-90 James Michael Despres
04-28-90 Corey Joseph Stevens
05-14-90 Kevin Michael Martin
05-30-90 Elsa Edith Hall
07-07-90 Christopher Kenneth Scadova
07-12-90 Samantha Ashlee Stewart
07.-20-90 Justin Blair Acosta
07-27-90 Ryan Jeffrey Albert
08-24-90 Andrew James Newell
08-27-90 Mia Paige Hulslander
09-12-90 Robert Lee Royce
09-21-90 Keith Alan Huckins
09-24-90 Phillip James Morel
10-01-90 Russell Wyatt Gielar
10-11-90 Lacey Kay Budd
10-13-90 Meaghan Marie Breen
10-13-90 Alaina Ashley Drury
11-24-90 Patrick Raymond Shaughnessy
12-06-90 Savanna Marie Wilson
12-14-90 Stephen William Campbell
12-29-90 Caitlin Grace Marazoff
Timothy Paul Austin
David Allen Stubbs, Sr
Brian Michael Quigley
Mark AJan Clark










































































Clinton Norman Hale 80
John Morrison 88
Harold P. Mooy 88
Naomi Ruth Williams 67
Arthur E. Girouard 83
Mary F. Merrill 55
Clarence J. Abare 80
Sally C. Birch 78
Aileen J. Hutt 74
Elmer E. Gladding 69






































































































1990 REAL ESTATE ASSESSMENTS
This booklet contains the names of the owners of real estate in the
Town of Troy in 1990.
The assessed valuation for this year were based by the Selectmen on
appraisals made by appraisers employed by the Department of Revenue Ad-
ministration. The 1990 assessment figure represents the appraised full value
(sound value) of the property, the purpose being to equalize all individual
assessments on this basis. Property record cards containing a discription of
each piece of property including the basis of the appraisal are on file at
the office of the Selectmen. These cards may be examined by any inter-
ested party.
If any property owner believes their assessment is unfair and wishes to
appeal for abatement, they MUST FIRST APPEAL TO THE LOCAL ASSESS-
ING OFFICIALS in writing, within 60 (sixty) days of the notice of the tax
bill. (RSA 76:16) Forms for this purpose may be obtained from the Local
Assessing Officials. If dissatisfied with the decision of the local assessing
authorities, or the taxpayer does not receive a decision, the taxpayer may
exercise ONE of the following options:
OPTION NUMBER 1
The taxpayer may APPEAL TO THE BOARD OF TAX AND LAND
APPEALS, 107 PLEASANT STREET, CONCORD, NEW HAMPSHIRE, 03301
in writing WITHIN SIX months of the notice of the tax bill, with a pay-
ment of an application fee as set by the Board. (RSA 76:16-a)
OPTION NUMBER 2
The taxpayer may APPEAL BY PETITION TO THE SUPERIOR COUNT IN
THE COUNTY IN WHICH THE PROPERTY IS LOCATED in writing
,
WITHIN
SIX months of the notice fo the tax bill. (RSA 76:17)
NOTE : An appeal to the State Board of Tax and Land Appeals shall
be deemed a waiver of any right to petition the Superior Court. (RSA
71 :B:1 1)
INTEREST AT 12% PER ANNUM WiLL BE CHARGED ON ALL PROPERTY
TAX NOT PAID BY THE DUE DATE AS SPECIFIED ON THE TAX BILL
AND THE FILING OF A REQUEST FOR REVIEW OF THE ASSESSMENT
WILL NOT WAIVER THIS PENALTY. (RSA 76:13)
For purpose of economy and efficiency the Board of Tax and Land
Appeals will allow appeals made to it to accumulate until the six month
period for filing has expired so that all properties may be examined at the








ACOSTA, GERARDO & DEBBIE
ADAMS, CHARLES E. & DORIS L.
ADAMS, DAVID G.
ADAMS, DAVID G. & SALLY A.
ADAMS, DAVID G. & SALLY A.
ADAMS, DAVID G. & SALLY A.
ADAMS, STEPHEN A.
ADAMSON, JOYCE E. & MIRIAM
AHO, BERNARD D.R.









ARES, ROSS A. & RENA M.




B & M RAILROAD
B & M RAILROAD
B & M RAILROAD
B & M RAILROAD
B & M RAILROAD
B & M RAILROAD
BAAB, JAMES & PAULINE
BAAB, JAMES & PAULINE





BALDWIN, JAMES & PAULA
BALL, DONALD W. & EUNICE
BALL, RUSSELL W. SR. & SUZANNE
BARNES, GENEVIVE G.
BARNES, WILLIS & ESTHER
BATCHELDER, DOUGLAS K. & JANE
BATCHELDER, RUTH L.
BATCHELDER, RUTH L.











BEDNARSKI, GARY & MARLINE
BEECK, LINDA D.
BEEDE, CARLYN C. & PAMELA
BEEDE, DENISE M.
BEEDE, CHESTER A. JR.
BERRY, MARY J.
BERRY, ROBERT E. & JOYCE
BEVERLY, AUSTIN L.
BIELASKA, CHARLES & ISABELLE







































































Own er(s) of Record
BIGWOOD, JAMES & LINDA
BILODEAU, PETER W.






BISACCIO, DANIEL J. & MARILOU
BISHOP, VICTOR J. & FRANCES E.
BISHOP, VICTOR J. & FRANCES E.
BLAND, KENNETH E. & ELIZABETH
BLAND, KENNETH E. & ELIZABETH
BLODGETT, RANDALL S.
BLOOD, DANNY & JEANNE
BLUE RAY INVESTMENT CORP.
BOMAR, JOAN T.
BONNETTE, PAULINE A.
BOSA, ARTHUR J. & DORIS V.








































RONALD E. & NEELY, CAROL
BRADBURY, KITRICK & KAREN
BRADLEY, JOHN T. & PAUL, CHERYL A.
BRAGG, RICHARD L. JR. & RHONDA G.
BRAND, DANIEL
BRECKELL, EILEEN H.








BREEN, PETER B. . & ELSIE K
BREEN, PETER B. SR. & ELSIE K.
BREEN, PETER B. SR. & ELSIE K.
BREEN, ANTHONYJ. & BRENDA
BREEN, JOSEPH L.
BRENNAN, JAMES A. & CATHY A.
BRITTON, THOMAS E. & VALARIE H.
BROUILLET, DONALD P.
BROWN, GEORGEANN
BROWN, TY C. & ELLEN F.
BROZOSKI, HENRY A. & GARNET L.
BROZOSKI, HENRY A.
BUDD, RICHARD F. & DEBRA L.
BUDD, RICHARD F.
BURNELL, CHARLES D. & NANCY E.
BURSIEL, ADA ESTATE OF






































































Owner(s) ofRecord Type Appraised Value
& CHAMBERLAIN, KATHYBUTTERFIELD, JOSEPH E.
BYSTRAK, CAROLYN A.
CALDWELL, SARAH J.
CALLAHAN, JOHN C. JR. & PRISCILLA E.
CALLAHAN, GERALD D. SR. & ANNE !.
CALLAHAN, JOHN SR. AND RITH
CALLAHAN, JAMES E. & PHYLLIS A.
CALLAHAN, THOMAS J. & JOY A.




CARTER, STEPHEN W. & DEBORAH B.
CARTIER, PAUL & KATHRYN








CHRISTOPHERSON, DERAK & MAUREEN
CIAMPA, NANCY M.
CLARK, DONALD C. & RUTH
CLARK, LUCY
CLARK, MARK A. & TAIMI S.
CLARK, MAURICE
CLARK, MAURICE
CLARK, RALEIGH & PATRICIA
COBB, CALVIN T. SR. & MARGUERITE
COLE, CLIFTON E. & PATRICIA
CONDON, JAMES E. & PATRICIA
COOK, JULIUS N. JR.
COOK, JULIUS N. JR.
COOK, JULIUS N. JR.
COPPO, JAMES W. & BARBARA
CORTHELL, BRYAN & PATRICIA
CRAMM, CHESTER P. & BARBARA
CRAWFORD, BERTRAM T. & JONES, DELMA
CRAWFORD, BERTRAM T. & JONES, DELMA
CRAWFORD, BERTRAM T. & JONES, DELMA
CRAWFORD, DAVID E. & JANET
CRESPO, WAYNE R. & MARION







ALLEN H. & LILLIAN J.
ALLEN H. & LILLIAN J.
ALLEN H. & LILLIAN J.
ALLEN H.










CUMMINGS, CARL R. & RAELENE
CUMMINGS, ROBERT & NANCY
CURTIS, CARL & KATHLEEN
CUSHING, JEREMIAH M.
CUSHING, ERNEST SR. & EUNICE
CUTTS, STANLEY R. & LYNDA J.
CUTTS, STANLEY R. & LYNDA J.





































































Owner(s) of Record Type Appraised Value
DANIELS, CHRISTOPHER J.
DANIELS, LEON M. & HELEN D.
DANIELS, MARK S. & DEBRA
DANIELS, MARK S.
DANIELS, MARK S.
DANIELS, RICHARD B. & DONNA
DANSEREAU, RONALD W. & GAIL
DAVIS, GORDON & GERALDINE
DEBONVILLE, ARTHUR L. & RITA
DECATUR, GERALD M. & SHIRLEY G.
DEDECKO, WENDELL R.
DEPEW, ARTHUR W. & SHELIA
DEROSiER, LAWRENCE D. & JANE
DEROSIER, MICHAEL
DESCOTEAUX, JOSEPH A.
DESCOTEAUX, NORMAN F. & JANE
DESPRES, JAMES A. & GLORIA
DESROCHERS, ROBERT E. & BERVERLY
DETRAY, JEFFREY D.
DEVINE, BEVERLY J.
DICEY, JAMES E. & MEADER, PATRICIA L.
DICEY, RAYMOND W. & VIRGINIA C.
DIERCKS, ROBERT E. & LEWIS, SIDNEY
DILL, MARK R. & JUDI H.
DILORENZO, JAMES D. & HOLLY
DION, NORMAND A. & JOAN
DODGE, WALTER H. JR. & BARBARA
DOLDER, NIGEL L. & ALISON
DONIGIAN, GERALDINE M.
DONOHUE, JOHN R. & GENEVIEVE
DONOHUE, JOHN R. & GENEVIEVE
DOUGLAS, BRUCE F. & DELORES W.
DOWNES, STANLEY
DOYLE, ERVIN F. & DARCY L.
DOYLE, ERVIN F. & DARCY L.
DOYLE, ERVIN F. & DARCY L.
DRAGON, REGINALD K.
DRAKE, LEONARD W. & CLAIRE






DRUGG, H. ALAN & JEANNIE
DRUGG, HERBERT N. & NORMA
DRUGG, HERBERT N. & NORMA
DRUGG, HERBERT N. & NORMA
DRUMMOND, DUANE M. & KELLIE
DRURY, MARK & NICOLE
DUBINA, GEORGE & ALYCE
DUBOIS, OVID E.
DUFOUR, RAYMOND N. JR. & JUNE A.
DUMAINE, DUDLEY D. & KATHLEEN
DUNN, MICHAEL & WHALEN, MCGINNESS, JAMES J.
DUNTON, GEORGE F. Ill
DUNTON, STANFORD & JUNE
DUNTON, WILLIAM & WILLIAMS, SHIRLEY
DUNTON, RHONDA J.
DUTRISAC, RICHARD A. & SHIRLEY
DYER, HAZEL A.
DYER, IRA & BETTY
EATON, RALPH & HELEN
EDGECOMB, THOMAS D. & DIANE
EISELE, ETHEL






































































ENGELHARDT, ERIC & CHERYL W.






FALLON, JAMES M. & PESA, SUZANNE
FANELLI, RAYMOND & KARKUT, MONA
FENOFF, ALBERT G.
FENTON, WILLIAM F.
FIRMIN, DANIEL H. & TOMMILA, DAVID
FIRMIN, ELSIE L.
FIRMIN, JOHN & CAROLINE
FIRMIN, JOHN A. & JAN
FISH, GEORGE F. JR. & RHONDA
FISHER, TIMOTHY J. & SORRANTINO, MARIANNE
FLOOD, CHRISTOPHER & CHERYL
FOLEY, DOROTHY E.
FOLEY, JOHN E. & LOUISE
FOLEY, ROBERT J.
FOLLETT, STEPHEN W.
FORSTROM, EDWARD & SYLVIA









FURMAN, JILL S. & FORTIER, THOMAS
GAGNON, ANTHONY & EILEEN A.
GALLAGHER, CORNELIUS F. & SUSAN A.
GAUTHIER, LARRY K. & CYNTHIA






GILES, NORMAN & LINDA
GILL, FRANK
GILMAN, RICHARD E. & VIVIAN E.
GIROUARD, ARTHUR #. & WINONA
GIROUARD, JOHN A. & DIANE J.
GLADDING, ELMER E. & RUTH B.
GLADDING, ELMER #. & RUTH B.
GONYOU, CYNTHIA A.
GOODELL, ANDREW D. & PAULINE
GOODELL, LISA M.
GOODNOUGH, LLOYD W. & SENGA
GOODWIN, NEIL L. & SANDRA
GOSSELIN, RICHARD R. & CHRISTINE
GRAF, DONALD & ELEANOR
GRAHAM, ROBERT C. & DOROTHY
GRAVEL, DONNA





GRIMSHAW, ALAN & KAREN










































































HAAG, THERESA & ANTON
HASSE, WALTER & FRANCES
HASSE, WALTER & FRANCES
HAKALA, PHILIP J. & PEGGY
HAKALA, ROBERT W. & JUDITH
HAKALA, SENIA M.
HALAINEN, MILTON & ESTHER
HALE, BENJAMIN F. & LORI
HALE, BENJAMIN F. & LORI
HALE, CLINTON N. & MADELINE
HALE, JUDITH A.
HALL, CALEB J. & SIBYLLE
HALL, ROBERT A. & JUDITH
HANDY, LYLE A. SR. & DOROTHY
HANNINEN, LEE
HANNON, JOEL P. & NANCY
HARDING, BEVERLY & ELIZABETH
HARKINS, ROBERT W. JR.
HARKINS, ROBERT W. JR.
HARLING, AVIS
HARLOW, EARL E. & ELLEN
HARRINGTON, JOSEPH & MARY
HARRINGTON, JOSEPH & MARY
HARRINGTON, JOSEPH & MARY
HARRINGTON, RICHARD & SUZANNE
HARRIS, TIA J.
HASKELL, ROBERT A. & CYNTHIA M.
HAWKINS, WENDELL & WARION
HAWKINS, WENDELL & WARION
HAYES, PAUL W. & GERTRUDE B.
HAZELTON, JOHN P. & JANICE
HEALD, RALPH E. & MARGARET
HEALD, RALPH E. & MARGARET
HEATH, JOHN L. & DEBORA L.
HEATH, THOMAS A. & LINDA L.








MARJORIE A. TRUSTEE FOR CHARLES
MARJORIE A. TRUSTEE FOR CHARLES
MARJORIE A. TRUSTEE FOR CLARENCE










HERBERT, GRODON B. JR & KAREN
HIGGINS, BLANCHE
HILL, JAMES T. SR. & DARLENE
HILL, JAMES T. SR. & DARLENE
HILL, LORI
HILL, LORRENE M.
HODGMAN, FREDERICK A. & ANNA
HODGMAN, LYNN M.
HOLMAN, RALPH J.
HONGISTO, EINO ESTATE OF
HONKALA, MICHAEL A.
HONKALA, TOIVO ESTATE OF
HORNICHAK, JOSEPH
HOUGHTON, RICHARD







































































HOWARD, RODNEY D. & LORRAINE
HOWE, WARREN
HULL, ROBERT C. & FRANCES R.







INN AT EAST HILL FARM
ISAKSON, SUZANNE
JACK, BETTY L.





JALAVA, PHILIP J. & DOROTHY J.
JALAVA, PHILIP J. & DOROTHY J.
JALAVA, PHILIP J. & DOROTHY J.
JAMES, JOYCE E.
JANTTI, GEORGE W.
JARDINE, GARY W. & PENNY
JEVENE, VERNON O.
JOHN, EVAN & THERESIA W.
JOHN, EVAN & THERESIA W.
JOHNSON, ARTHUR L. JR.
JOHNSON, LAINA N.
JOHNSON, LAINA N.
JOHNSON, SAMUEL M. & KAREN
JORDAN, ALBERT J. & BESSIE
JUDD, ELGA
J.M.K. REALTY
KARR, ALAN D. & JULIE
KENNEDY, KEVIN G. & CAROLYN
KENNISON, WAYNE A. & NATALIE
KHOURY, BRIAN W. & JUDITH
KIERNAN, JOHN & MCCABE C.
KING, ALFRED L. JR.
KINNELL, THOMAS B. & ELDA E.
KIRSTEIN, BARBARA J.
KIRSTEIN, JONATHAN P.
KI.VELA, ARMAS E. & HELEN
KIVELA, ELIZABETH A.
KLOTZBIER, ARTHUR & MILDRED
KOESTER, HANS & IRA
KOONS, MICHELLE A.
KOPLEY, NICHOLAS & NORMANDIN, JOAN E.
KOSKELA, CONNIE L.
KOSKI, BERTHA L.
KOSKI, KEVIN G. & SHIRLEY M.
KOSKI, WALTER & RUTH
KRUEGER, RONALD W.




LACHIANA, JOHN L. & SHELIA
LAGRENADE, EDMUND B. & ANNE
LAGRENADE, PIERRE C. & OLIVER, LINDA
LAHTINEN, KEITH R. & COLLEEN
LAINE, AILI E.
LAINE, ARNOLD E.
LAINE, EINO & HELVI








































































LAMB, ROBERT A. SR. & HELEN
LAMBERT, DONALD J. & CYNTHIA
LAMMELA, MICHAEL
LAMPINEN, MARTHA H.
LANG, EDWARD R. JR. & VELIDA E.
LANG, BERT W. & NANCY
LANG, BRIAN
LANG, BRUCE & SHYRA
LANG, BRUCE & SHYRA
LANG, BRUCE & SHYRA









LANG, IRENE & ROCHELEAU, FAITH
LANG, IRENE & ROCHELEAU, FAITH
LANG, RALPH F.
LANG, RALPH F. & EDITH
LANG, STEVEN
LANGEVIN, JOHN N & SUZANNE
LANSDON, GLENVILLE & JOANNE E.
LAPOINTE, DOUGLAS & KIM
LAPOINTE, DENNIS & COLLEEN
LAPOINTE, KENNETH H. & BARBARA
LAPOINTE, THEODORE H. & SARAH






LAWRENCE, FREDERICK B. JR. & SHIELA A.
LAWRENCE, FREDERICK JR.
LAWRENCE, FREDERICK B. JR. & RICHARD B.
LAWRENCE, LARRY C. & RITA M.
LAWRENCE, PIA M.
LAWRENCE, PIA
LEBLANC, GARY O. SR. & SONJA I.
LEBLANC, RICHARD & SUSAN
LEBLANC, RICHARD & SUSAN
LECLAIR, RODNEY W. & RHONDLYN S.
LECLAIR, RODNEY W. & RHONDLYN S.
LEHTO, CARL A. & MARY
LEPINE, BERNARD J. & JUDITH A.
LEPISTO HEIRS OF C/O MCILVAIN, ESTHER
LEPISTO'S GARAGE
LEPISTO, ALLEN A. & DIANE R.
LEPISTO, GEORGE V. & CAROL A.
LEPISTO, GEORGE V. & JEFFREY D.
LEPISTO, LEMPI
LETOURNEAU, NORMAN P. & MARY L.


















































































LOHMAN, GARY E. & LISA T.
LORD, VALARIE J.
LORETTE, ROBERT C.
LORETTE, ROBERT C. & SHIRLEY A.
LORRETTE, JOSEPH R. & TERRY L.
LUOPA, ET AL C/O LUOPA, REGINALD
LUOPA, REGINALD L. SR. & JEAN
LUOPA, REGINALD L. SR. & JEAN
LUOPA, REGINALD L. SR.
LUOPA, BRIAN D.
LUOPA, KENNETH W.
LUOPA, LAWRENCE P. & DOLORES J.





MACKEY, FRED & KATHERINE
MACPHERSON, JAMES R. & SANDRA L.
MACPHERSON, JAMES R. & SANDRA L.
MAGNANI, STANLEY V.
MAGNANI, VICTOR & NORMA E.
MAKI, WALTER
MAKLIN, ESTHER ESTATE OF
MALILA, EDWARD & MARY P.
MALILA, IRENE B.
MARRONE, JOSEPHINE




MARTIN, THOMAS R. & ELIZABETH
MASON, GEORGE & VIRGINIA
MASSE, IRENE
MASSIN, FRANCIS
MASSIN, FRANCIS & ELIZABETH




MATSON, HEIRS OF EINO
MATSON, HEIRS OF EINO









MATTSON, PETER M. SR. & CAROLYN
MAY, ROBERT L. SR. & DOROTHY
MAY, HARRY L. & ANNE
MAY, WILLIAM L. & JANICE
MAYNARD, ARTHUR SR. & SANDRA
MCCARTHY, JOHN V. JR. & RUTH
MCCARTHY, JOHN V. JR. & RUTH
MCCLELLAN, GAIL & ALBERT, JEFFREY
MCCOSCO, CHARLES F. & ANDRA
MCCULLEY, LOWELL B. & CHRISTINA M.
MCCULLOUGH, CHARLES JR. & JANET








































































MELDAHL, MALCOLM & ELEANOR
MENARD, RICHARD A. & JOANNE
MENTZER, CARRIE J. & ROBERT L. Ill
MERRIFIELD, KENNETH & ELAINE
MERRILL, DAISY
MERRILL, JOSEPH E. & MARY
MERRILL, JULIA M.
METCALF, DOUGLAS E. & LORIE
METZLER, MARILYN M. & SIMONS, JULIE
MILLER, RAYMOND E. & LISA
MILLER, RUFUS O. & ELLA MAE
MILLIRON, LARRY E. & MARY C.
MILLS, CLARENCE I. & VICTORIA
MITCHELL, HARLAN R.
MITCHELL, HARLAN R.




MOREL, JAMES H. & JOYCE
MORRISON, JOHN & ALICE
MURRAY, ROBERT & PRISCILLA
MEAD, CURTIS @. & MARGARET
NAPOLI, CHARLES A.
NAPOLI, CHARLES A.




NEWCOMBE, JOHN T. & JENNIE
NEWCOMBE, JOHN T. & JENNIE
NEWCOMBE, JOHN T. & JENNIE
NEWCOMBE, PAULETTE & DIMECO, CARMEN
NEW ENGLAND T & T
NEW ENGLAND T & T
NEWELL, HAROLD JR.
NEYLAN, MICHAEL & BARBARA
NISKANEN, EDWIN & PAULINE
NISKANEN, EDWIN & PAULINE
NOLAN, MARTIN & DENISE
NORTON, ROBERT & LINDA
NOYES.LANE W. & ROBIN
NUTTER, ROBERT C. & ELIZABETH
O'BRIEN, JOHN L. & BARBARA
O'BRIEN, JOHN P. & DORA
OBUCHOWSKI, FORANK J. & JOAN
O'DETT, SHIRLEY A.
OJALA, EDWARD R.
OJALA, ELLIE & EDWARD
OJALA, ELLIE & EDWARD
OJALA, ELLIE, DONALD & EDWARD
OJALA, ELLIE, DONALD & EDWARD
OLALA, ELLIE, DONALD & EDWARD
OJALA, ELLIE, DONALD & EDWARD
OLSEN, IVER & DOROTHY
OLSEN, IVER & DOROTHY





PAGE, RODERICK N. & BARBARA
PAGEN, CHARLES
PAINCHAUD, LEOPOLD O. & JEANETTE M.







































































PAJU, VILHO A. JR.
PAJU, IRENE S.
PARMENTER, VIRGINIA
PASNO, DONALD S. & DENISE A.
PATCH, DONALD S. & RENEE
PATE, THOMAS
PATRIA, AILI & SAKSA, SULO
PATRIA, GEORGE
PATTEN, CARL H. JR. & JILL J.
PATTEN, CARL H. SR. & JOAN E.
PATTEN, CARL H. SR. & JOAN E.
PATTEN, GEORGE & LISA
PATTEN, GEORGE & LISA
PATTEN, GEORGE & LISA
PATTERSON, JOHN & MARJORIE
PELKEY, ARNOLD E. & LUCILLE E.
PELKEY, LEONARD R. & DEBRA L.
PELKEY, RONALD & MARJORIE A.
PELTO, KENNETH & EILEEN A.
PELTO, RICHARD A. SR.
PELTO, RICHARD SR.
PELTO, RICHARD A. SR.
PERHAM, ANDREW J.
PETELLE, STEPHEN P. & JOANNE M.
PHILLIPSON, ROBERT & STEPHANIE MARIE
PIERCE, JASON & VIOLA
PISKOLTI, LOUIS A. & TRACI
PLOTKIN, JOSEPH H. & AYSYA
POGES, JOHN C. & DONNA Y.
POIRIER, DENNIS & JOANNE
POIRIER, DENNIS & JOANNE
POIRIER, DENNIS & JOANNE
POIRIER, DENNIS & JOANNE
POIRIER, DENNIS & JOANNE
POIRIER, MARK J. & PAMELA
POLSELLI, IRENE
PORTER, JOHN A. & ROXANNE N.





PRIEST, CHESTER & MARY
PRIES,T, STEPHEN E.




QUEEN, ROBERT P. & LISA M.
RADL, OTTO J. JR. & MARY L.
RADL, OTTO J. JR. & MARY L.
RAETHER, DAVID & MARINA
RAITTO, DONALD M. SR.





REED, ELROY R. & DORIS M.
REUSSER, WAKEFIELD, KENNETH
REVEL, HEIRS OF JOSIAH
REVEL, HEIRS OF JOSIAH
REVEL, HEIRS OF JOSIAH
REVEL, HEIRS OF JOSIAH
REXWOOD, MILTON A. & CYNTHIA K.






































































Owner(s) of Record Type Appraised Value
RICE, JAMES W. & SUSAN R.
RICE, LEONARD C. & JEANNE M
RICHARD, LEO J.
RIDER, PATRICE J.





ROBERTS, ALAN C. SR. & BRENDA J.




ROGERS, WILLIAM R. & ETHEL
ROGERS, WILLIAM L. & JULAINE
ROLLINS, DAVID W. & MARGARET W.
ROLLINS, DAVID W. & MARGARET W.
ROLLINS, ORIVS L. & MARIE A.
ROLLINS, SIDNEY & CAROLYN L.
ROMANOWSKI, DAVID
ROSE, AUGUSTUS L. & SHIRLEY
ROSIN, ALBERT
ROULEAU, DAVID A. & KATHLEEN
ROULEAU, DAVID A.
ROULEAU, DOUGLAS A. & MARGARET L.
ROULEAU, FREEMAN E.
ROUSE, WENDALL & SHARON
ROWLAND, DOUGLAS J. & CHISTELLA
ROYCE, RICHARD S. & DONNA M.
RUTA, STEPHEN A.







SAARI, WILPAS E. ESTATE OF
SAARINEN, ALPO E. & PAULA
TROY AUTO PARTS
SARTARIO, FRANCIS J. & SOPHIE
SATAS, JOHN W. & CYNTHIA
SATAS, JOHN & CYNTHIA
SATAS, JOHN & CYNTHIA
SAWYER, STEVEN J. & DEBORAH
SAWYER, STEVEN J. & DEBORAH
SCADOVA, ARNOLD & MARCIA
SCHEID, ANN






SCHUBERT, WALTER & ELAINE
SEARS, JOSEPH C. & DONNA M.
SEARS, ROBERT C.
SHANKLE, DEAN & JEAN
SHAUGHNESSY, BRIAN & LAURIE
SHAUGHNESSY, BRIAN & LAURIE










































































SILANDER, SULO & TAIMl
SILANDER, SULO & TAIMl
SILANDER, SULO & TAIMl
SILANDER, SULO & TAIMl
SIMPSON, RICHARD K. SR. & REBECCA
SINGLETON, FREDERICK JR. & BRENDA
SINGLETON, FREDERICK JR. & BRENDA
SINGLETON, FREDERICK JR. & BRENDA
SLOCUM, ROBERT O. & IDA A.
SLOCUM, ROBERT O. & IDA J.
SMITH, DONALD JR.
SMITH, HARRY J. JR. & GLORIA
SMITH, HARRY J. JR. & GLORIA
SMITH, HARRY J. JR. & GLORIA
SMITH, MICHAEL D. SR. & SUSAN
SMITH, JEFFREY & SANDRA




SMITH, ROBERT A. & LYNN
SMITH, ROBERT A. & LYNN
SNOWLING. JANET T.
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF N.H. FORESTS
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF N.H. FORESTS
SOCIETY FOR PROTECTION OF N.H. FORESTS
SPAULDING, BRIAN R. & GAIL
SPIRT, STERN HALL
SPIRT, STERN HALL
STADMUELLER, JOHN H. & ELLEN B.
STANFORD, CHARLES
STARKEY, MARIAN B. & MAURICE
STEARNS, ROBERT A. JR. & KATHERINE T.
STEDMAN, HOWARD E. & CLARA
STEDMAN, HOWARD P. & MARY A.
STEEL, GEORGE F. & ELSIE
STEINBECK, KERMIT R. & MARGARET L.
STEINBECK, KERMIT R. & MARGARET L.
STEVENS, WILLIAM
STINSON, WILLIAM H. & GAYLE M.
STODDARD, DAYNA
STOHR, KURT S. & CARYL A.
STONE, GARY J. SR. & DEBRA W.
STONE, GARY J. SR.
STONE, AHTI MARGARET, GARY & JOYCE
STONE, AHTI
STONE, KEVIN D. & JACKLYNN
STONE, RICHARD L. & DONNA G.
STONE, SCOTT & CYNTHIA
STONELEIGH LAND CORPORATION
STONELEIGH LAND CORPORATION
STRICKLAND, HAROLD R. & VIOLA
SURRELL ACCESSORIES INC.
SWEET, DENNIS R. & MARY A.
SWENSEN, THEODORE & PAULA







TARR, BRIAN C. & EVELYN












































































THOMAS, EDWARD F. & SHARRON A.
THOMAS, JAMES W. & GAIL
THOMPSON, JOEL & NANCY
THOMPSON, JOEL & NANCY
THOMPSON, JOEL & NANCY
THOMPSON, JOEL & NANCY
THOMPSON, JOEL & NANCY
THOMPSON, JOEL & NANCY
THOMPSON, JOEL & NANCY
THOMPSEN, ANDREW & BETSY A.
TITUS, ELWOOD & DORIS












TRICKETT, RONALD & DOROTHY




















TUCKER, DAVID A. & RUTH A.
TUCKER, DAVID A. & RUTH A.
TUCKER, IRENE
TUCKER, NORMAN & IRENE




TYLER, JOHN T. & JOAN B.
TYLER, JOHN T. & JOAN B.
TYLER, JOHN T. & JOAN B.
TYLER, JOHN T. & JOAN B.
VALLIER, MARK S. & ZORENE
VENN, ISABEL & REGINALD
VERBURG, JOHN & ELIZABETH
VERBURG, JOHN & ELIZABETH
VOISINE, LUCIEN & BEATRICE
VELEZ, DAVID & EVA







































































WAKEFIELD, MARY T. ADMIN.
WALKER, THEODORE M. & DEBORAH A.
WALLACE, GERALDINE & RUSSELL
WALSH, JAMES R. JR. & CAROLYN S.
WALSH, JAMES R. JR. & CAROLYN S.
WALSH, THOMAS & JOANNE
WATERMAN, ELLIOT S. & ELEANOR
WATKINS, BERNARD R. & DURALE
WEBSTER, JOHN W.




WESTA, JON R. & DEBORAH
WHARTON, ROBERT B. JR. & GLORIA
WHEELER, DALE B. SR.
WHITCOMB, ROBERT R. & JEAN M.
WHITE, RONALD P. SR. & SHARON
WHITNEY, NORMAN D. SR. & LOIS C.
WICK, KENNETH B. JR.
WILDER, WILLIAM
WILE, JOHN A.
WILLETT, DONALD J. & JUDITH A.
WILLETT, MICHAEL E. & CAROL L.
WILLIAMS, JOHN E. II & DEBRA
WILLIAMS, EINO O. & ELIZABETH
WILLIAMS, JEAN A.




WILLIAMS, ROBERT M. & CAROLYN
WILSON, CLIFFORD A. & MARCIA
WILSON, KENNETH D.
WILSON, WILLIAM J. & IDA
WIREIN, STEPHEN T.
WOOD, ARLENE
WOODBURY, ERNEST & GERALDINE
WOODHULL, RICHARD K. & BETTE B.
WOODLEY, EVERETT G. & MARION
WOODS, RAYMOND G.
WYDO, JOHN & BERTHA
WYDO, JOHN A.
WYDO, JOHN & BERTHA O.
XANTHOPOULOS, GEORGE & ELENI
XANTHOPOULOS, GEORGE & ELENI
YOUHESS, ROBERT F.
YOUNG, JOHN J. & JANET





NEW ENGLAND POWER COMPANY


























































TROY EMERGENCY AMBULANCE SERVICE INC. ANNUAL REPORT
(Please call 352-1100 if you need us)
As President of our ambulance service, I wish to take this opportunity
to thank all of our faithful volunteers who have given so freely of their
time to help make this a better community to live in. It is because of
this volunteer effort that we continue to provide the community with free
ambulance service.
It has been a very busy year with many benefits received from our
labors. Because of the splendid cooperation between the members and the
community, we are now in our new ambulance building! Hooray. . It is
with gratitude that we acknowledge your generous support.
As a community, we have a lot to be proud of, especially in this eco-
nomical hard time. A new building has been completed without any tax
dollars, a life-saving defibrillation unit has been purchased without tax
dollars, volunteer members de-fib State certified without tax dollars, medi-
cal supplies purchased without tax dollars, members continue to take
classes and receive certification and recertification without tax dollars and
most import, a 20-member medical volunteer ambulance service has been
maintained without tax dollars! Yes, it can be done. . . This has all
happened because as a community we have all pulled together and recog-
nized the needs of each other and responded to them. All of this was
accomplished by all of us as we pulled together to help one another.
Our third (3rd) Annual Christmas Auction was held with proceeds over
$2,000! Thank you to all who gave and to all of you who attended. Our
first (st) Annual Children's Christmas Shop was held this year providing
gifts for children to purchase for $2.00 or less. Most of the gifts were
less than $2.00. It was a tremendous success with shop selling out within
3 hours! It not only proved to be a fantastic fund raising event but truly
a "give back" to the community. We have plans set for another shop
next year and hope that anyone that wants to participate or has any
interest will contact Carrie Mattson. It was enjoyed by all. . .
Again, thank you for your generous support this year folks; it is
appreciated. We wish you many years of happiness and health!
With respect,
Ray Woods
President/T.E.A.S.I.

